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In th9 px«««ftt work first Mf* h«v« mad* an extensive 
st^dy of th« n|>*(kw2-5> confi^uratiofis, in s*hich th« •xlstln9 
d«t« on th« spectr* having np^, np^ and np* ground configu* 
rations is also scrutlnlrfid^ Then ws have analyssd the 
unknown tpectra of zirconitjun ions which havs tht abovs ground 
confi9urations with n*4 togsthar with p^. Tha sptctra 
coflcarnad i*ar« racordad on l^ rof* tdlan's S-m graxing incidenoa 
•pactrograph at Lund (Swtdan) with tha kind halp of 0r, J.O. 
Ekbarg. Tha coisplata Ix lina list (125 A to 430 % has boon 
prasantad in appandix XI» Wa hava also studiad tha spactra 
of V and frib isoalactronic with Zx VII,VIII,IX, whosa line lists 
wars praparad with tha halp of our collasfuasi tha clatsiflad 
Unas Sixft 9!van in appandicas I and III, 
m hava classified 199 Unas in Y VI,VIl,ViIi (20 confiimad 
16 with xeviMd dasignations and I63 naw identifications) , 252 
in Zx VI,VII,VIII,IX (26 confirasad, 10 with ravisad daslgnatlons 
and 216 naw idantifIcations) and 162 in m VIII,IX,X (37 confiraad 
14 with raviaad daalgnationa and ill naw idantlfications) 
astablishing 93, 136 and 93 anargy lavals in tha abova spsctra 
of tht thre« el«Q;«nts £®»p«e:tlvcly» 8,2 *n6 ^ lints AX» 
doubly claftsififtd in Y, IT arid th r«»ptctiv©ly. Th« xe«ulti 
a ^ glvnn btlow chaptejtwitti 
k Chapter 1 d«al» with t.h»or«tlcal study of th» p* 
configurations in which an «p-to-dat« pictura ©f tha known 
np^ikm2''4) configurations is dapictad by plotting tha 
reducad anargy 6 against "f » Xf» / ^^^2*^i»^ according to 
Hdlan. It is concludad that laval valuas of p^ for S XI, 
Sc XVI, Ti XVII, V KVIII, Ml XV and Te III, of p-^  for Al VII, 
ai VIII, P IK, Sa II and Xm IV ikM of p^ for Cl X, X« III, 
Ar III, Un X, Sc XIV, Tl xV and V XVI naed ba improvad. 
£dlan»8 (1972) work on n-2 and 5v«nsson*s (197JO work on n»3 
glva satisfactory fit to our ^ » € graphs, Tha (F-- ^ ^ ) 
Vs ^graphs anabla us to study coupling variations along tha 
sarea and diffarant Isoalactronlc saquancas. Tha «Udapandanca 
of tha ground intarvals 4p* hava baan studlad thaoratlcally 
and tha laval valuas ara x9px»n%ntBd, within laaa than jt 0.2;^ 
itxtox, by sami*aBipirical formulaa having 3»5 adjustad 
parassatars. 
Chaptar II daals with 6a I»llka spactra in which Y VllI, 
2r IX and Nb X ara analysad for tht first tliaa* nil tha fiva 
Ap^ ground, four 4p5a and alavan 4p4d lavals, which can ccmbina 
to tht gtound l tv«l», ar« det«*roln«d In th««» sptetra with 
th« h9lp ef 12,10 and 9 4p*5ft and 27,27 and 24 4p*4d 
t]fan»ltions r««p«ctiv«ly* Two 4s4p t©val« a r t a l io «*tabllfth«d 
with th« h»lp of 6,6 and 4 4a-4{> transi t ions raapactlvaly. 
In chapter 111, Y VII and Zt VIII ara stadlad for tha 
f i r s t tic^o and the analyais of M> IX is lii^xovad and axtandad 
in great da ta i l , 25,21 and 19 4p«3s and 46, 49 and 33 4p-4d 
tranatt lens ar« idontifiad aatablithing a l l tha fiva Ap^ 
ground and «l9ht 4i>%a lavale as wall aa ninataan 4p^4d lavals . 
Chaptar IV daals with Se I*lika spectra in ikvhlch Y VI, 
IK VIX and ito VIII ara freshly analysed. Tha fiva 4p'* ground 
laval© and tha tan 4p%s lavala of pravioua analyata ara 
,4 1. confirmad, axcapt for ravlsing in Y VI tha 4p^ ^i»^ and 
4p''5t ^^3/2^ 2 Itvala and intarchanging 5a ( D^/^ j^  »***» 
&a(%^/J^« Hll tha laval valuaa ara ieiproved dua to our myi 
ffiaa&uraiaanta of 31,28 and 26 Unas in tha apactra concarrvid. 
m ragarda 4p-4d analyaia, tha pravioua work doas not halp at 
all. Wa now idantify 58, 60 and 52 transitions in thaaa 
apactra with tha halp of Cowan*s 1976 calculations to aatabliah 
twanty four 4d lavala in all tha thraa apactra. 
In chaptar V tha transitiona 4p-5d,6d,6s,78 hava baan 
atudiad for tha firat tiKa in Zx Vl. All tha aight 6s lavals 
ara found out. Othar lavala datanninad ara twanty 5d,alavan 6d 
A 
and four 7t. Ous «nftlyfti« i« based on &1 cla«&lfi«d iin««. 
It Is suggested from i«o«l«etron&c cfiu^axitont that th« 
d»$ignatlon of th« 6» ^^3/3 '^^'^  ^^z/2 ^®^*^* **^  ^ ^ ^^^ 
should be Intttrchan^ ftd. il« «viilu«t« th« ionisation pottntial 
4p^ ^^3/2 • ^^^ ^ 2 *• C777,00 ± O.5O)xl0^ci»*^ Or 
(96.33 J: 0.06)«v fOE 2« VI. 
•*»<»•»»# 
pp^a^^m n W y^ fig^ S^, 
Ihm voj^ riyport«3 in thla thesUi^ « » t l t l « ^ "Spectix>»Gopic 
atdiiLw of Memsr times x«mis«a uiroci»i%ii& Atotm* i» imialf 
cariliKl ou t b j Hi:w Rahin&tiJUh Kh«a imdiir e^ guia&oce «ia<3 
aapaxvlsiQU. X pmmkt bim m •uJbialt i t for obtaininy # h^^ JQi. 
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Th« main aim of tt)l« work in to aaalys© apectra of 
pany tlmas ionlaad zlarconlym atoms aa a part of th« pxogxmti 
of analytaa of th© atomic apactra a tainted at Aligarh in i969. 
3ocse of the nalghbouring itcc^octronlc spectra weire alxaady 
workod out in our laboratory or ©laawhax© recently, others 
wart totally unknown. M th# work prosraasod, it m^& found 
imporativa to affact improvamanta in tha forcers and to 
carry out the Xatters with the help of line liets of yttrimi, 
niobium and molybdenuf^ eetablished by colloaguea or by ayself 
with their help. 
The ««>rk atarted with up-dating of the theory of np^ 
configurations as finally developed by Edlen xei9TX@d to later, 
the interesting new features discovered on that, as described 
in chapter X, provided great ttiaulus to the analysis work 
that followed on the spectra having i^ {k«>2*3} as ground 
eonfigurationa. It also helped a lot in checking the accuracy 
of our and others work to the extent of the all important 
ground intervals. Progress of our analysis work on Se X-like 
spectra and the availability of data by other authors on the 
same, made it possible to develops the precise extrapolation 
fontulae for these intervals as described in chapter I* 
In this th«tls» we h«vo thou d««crib*d out snalysii 
wosk chApt«ix by chapter In ••p«7«t« IsoelActTonlc s«queiici»t. 
R«l»v«nt figure* «nd tables of tern analyse* are given in 
eaeh chapter* but the line Hats are appended at the end of 
the theeifi in iiKreaeing order of wavelengthe. Zx line list 
as established by me is given in full, while those of Y and 
^ are restricted to classified lines only* The complete 
line list of y 1^ reported in the Ph.O« thesis of Zahld-Ali, 
while that of S^^  Is reserved for my colleagues. 
v;ork on molybdenums spectrum carried out by ^abra Khatoon, 
and b,p. i;ingh has been of great help to mine In making the 
necessary isoeleetronic cos^arisons* Mo line list, complete 
for the region SO to 440 A is appended to S.!*. Singh's thesis. 
3 
IHfcOHttTlCHL afl/DY OF im p^ CONFiCiUHATlONS 
Th« LS fozniula» for electrostatic term enftrgitt and 
magnetic splitting factors are derived on the assumption that 
the spin-ort>it eplitting is mmih smaller than the electrostatic 
separation of the terms. Analogous forroulae derived for the 
opposite assumption apply to iJ coupling /"l4j?'. However, 
this case is rarely realized to such a close approxifisation 
that the formulae for pure Jj coupling become strictly applicable. 
Most practical cases represent «n InteriRediate t^e for which 
neither the Jj nor the LS formulae are adequate CX^J* The 
energy levels are then given by the theory as the roots of 
algebraic equations of a degree ti^ ich is equal to the number of 
levels having the sajse J value I'XAj, 
Robinson and ahortley t'saj published a detailed study 
of the structure of the observed p^, p^ and p* configurations 
in terms of the intemedlate coupling theory. Using it, Martin 
and Corliss t^^J calculated coupling paraiBeters for 6p* 
configurations in Te I, I II and Xe III, and showed a good 
agreement between theory and their observed values for I II. 
Using this saise theory, Edlen t2Xj studied the ground 
configurations np*. np^ and np^ (n>3) that were known up to 
1960. Since that time, a number of new spectra with the sane 
4 
ground configuration hav* b«en analysad and th* old data ar« 
revlaod Xn many lri»tanco«. It was, th«r«for«, thought psGpev 
to re^exaislno tha lat«st situation. Xn this analyait w% hav* 
alao includad ^ t ca«o n«2^i,«.^C i, N I and 0 1 soquanc«s/*7«42j^ 
k 
In view of the a«trophyslcal imp03ctanc« of th# np 
(k « 2,3,4) Intervals, Edlan £'22 J^ davelopect. tholy spocifle 
ttxtx-apolatlon formulae for n » 2 and Svenseon / ' a 4 J^ extended 
the© to n»3. Ke have tr ied to zepreeent 4p^ Intervale /"AaJT 
on theee very l ines . 
X, i np^ COMFiaiBATIOMS 
Theoretleal exproselone for the np^ levele, given by 
Condon and Shortely JTi^J^, can be solved for the pararaetere 
^2 **^** ^m ^^^^ ^^'^ resul ts 
3 Tnp • -^ ^^^l * \ * \^ * ^ » 
R - J 25(^1'^* ^Dj* ^jj) • 12 %j^(S%2*5 %2*^ ^ 1 ^ 
V • 0. o 
fcdlen ^ 2 1 7 hat put f • ^ ^/ (aFg • ^ ^3 and expressed the 
level energy e in unitt of (15F2/2 + 3 t(^/i^ "^^^ ^ ® origin 
b 
at (%^ * ^^J/2i y and 6 can then be calculated for a 
particular configuration if %^, % j ^ and (^^ • '^^^/2 ar« 
known exparimantally. The obsarvad & values nEiay now be 
coBspared for ^3^, ^ Dj and ^^ levels with thoao calculated, 
as ihown in our up-to-date y ^ plot fox all known p ^ 
confifurationa (Fig*!*!), fixperiroental observations on ^p^, 
^D^ and %^ levels are indicated by solid circles and their 
corresponding calculations of Edlen (n«<i) &M Svensson (n«*3) 
by open circles. The following features aye imiaediately 
visible) 
Ci) The 6( SQ) values arrange themselves in Isoelectronlc 
series} the C X sequence lies markedly below the theoretical 
curve, though its higher roembers tend slowly upwards in a 
regular fashion. The Si X seiiuenee lies Just below and Ge 2 
sequence just above the curve, while the Sn I series Is 
situated sensibly higher. Observed 2sr ^B^ is depressed in 
C 1 and N XI due to a strong interaction with 2p^ ^ S^. 
(11) The reported values for S XI, Sc XVI, Ti XVlI, V XVIII, 
and Hi XV depart so much frora the respective series that we 
recommend revision of their analyses. Intervals for Te III 
need iotproveasent. 
liii) No experimental value is reported in the C X sequence 
beyond CI XII. Edlen / " 2 2 X through his parametric calculations, 
ha» ovaluated the 2p^ Intervals up to Ca XV| these agree nicely 
1 — f 's 
-J 1, 
wo. 1.1 PfNTCRVALS. PARAMETER ^'Xnp^(^^3 * W ^ * ' ^ ° REOUCfO 
ENERCV | e ( E - * R , - 7 . S F 2 ) / { 7 .5r2* I .S ^np ) • * H f RE E I t 
OB&EftVCO LEVEL ENERGY, F j tS SLATER INTEGRAL FOR 
ELECTROSTATIC ENERCV OF TERMS SEPARATION WITHIN 
CONFIGURATtON AND "^ np »8 THE SPLITTING FACTOR FOR np 
MULTTPLETS. SOLID LINES REPRESENT (NTERMEOFATE 
COUPLING THEORY OF CONDON AND SNORTLTV, SOLID CIRCLFT 
OBSERVED DATA, AND OPEN CIRCLES DATA CALCULATED BY 
EOLICN AND SVENSSON. 
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with th» \}^ • ^ plot . Sv«n»ton»i c*Uwl«tion» C^J ^'^ 
th« &1 I s«quftnQ« dro ftqually satisfactory* 
(Iv) Circles for D^  «re found to l i« ul lghtly «bov« th« 
th«oretleal positions btyond I4a VI, MHII* thofto for ^ ^ ^^ 
thtt %9m% 6p«ctr» l i« s l ight ly bslow. W« int«rpr«t th«8« 
rsgulsr departuzss s« rspulslon between th« two Isvels 
stronger thsn prsdlctsd by the theory. I t m«y be Interest ing 
to study level mixing In these esses more thoroughly. 
(v) For Se I I I and Br IV. h^ ^ ^ and h^ levels tkx% 
reported, but %^ i s missing. From a knowledge of ^ e ^j/ values, 
we predict the ^S^ level of these spectra to be a t 28220 and 
34040 cro"^, respectively, with an estimated error of •. 150 cmt^ 
1.2 np^ C0NFIGI/HATI0H5 
•l»wliii«ii|i.willi iB>iii.iiii aumwiiiiix imiiinii » w»^tmam*itnmm<mm 
This configuration consists of the sanse terms as np^. 
but now the levels of the triplet will be inverted. The 
theoretical energy value expressions can be solved for 
parameters to give 
12 F^ • (\- 2 f^j^ ) • a, 
sTnp "-^^-a ^^i) • K 
I"—t'WwtwwiiwwwiMiii^WKtwwwHiwwui Ml \tmi fmmmmtMmm iir.iiiww IHI.MII mmtim^mmtmmtt&ilt* 
^ 2 » 0. 
Again putting Y-Xnp/^^^2* ^ np^ ^^ •xpx«t»ing th« «n«rgl«t 
in units of (ISPj/i * ^Tnp/4^ ^^^^ **^ <> ** ^ \ * % ) / 2 . 
^p«nd ^ ra*y b* c«lculat«d for «ny p configuration if ''i'^ , 
'^i* and % l«v«l$ «r« «xpertm«nt«lly known. Thi« providas 
US th» possibility of corapaxing obsarvad ^valuas for P^ 
and %^ lavela with thaory. Edlan had plottad tha f • ^ 
graph for alavan spectra iaoalactronic with l> X, Sa I, Ta I 
or Po I, known up to 1960 ^21^7. In Figtl.2, wa prasant an 
up»to*dat« plctura of thesa saquancaa with tha addition of 
0 1*1 ika epactra f^jf" ^*^ *»i^ l "ot discuss data on Po 1, aa 
they stand unchanged* Tha ^C^S ) values of p^ also saea to ba 
arranged in different isoalectronic sequences separately, 
the 0 I sequence being the lowest. It is evident that the 
data on CI % and Ke XXI have to bt revised. 
The sequencewise arrangement is not so visible for J^ ^ 
levels. Wa notice slight depressions in AT 2X2, Mn X and 
Sc X2V} the corresponding date may, therefore, require 
confiomation. Sc XIV belongs to a special case. Goldsmith 
at al./"28 / have elaborately extrapolated tha ground intervals 
of ^c XIV, Ti XV and V XVl, but they have succeeded in 
resolving %^ from \^ only in case of i»c XIVi th© slight 
InconsistenGlaa we notice in data on this spectrum ^xm due to 
Insufficient accuracy reached. We had to use their unresolved 
FIC.1.2 r>^ INTERVALS. 
8 
v*lu«« for Tl XV and V XVI as «n «pproxiia«tlon to th« ^i'^ 
l«vftl* 7h« old values of th« gsround interval alnglatt of 
Cl X have been ieparoved upon in the same papex of Golditniith 
et a l . , but they have yet to be ii»px«ved fur^eir.Calcylatione 
of tidlen for 0 1 aequence* of Sveneaon foa? S I eequence and 
of ours for Se X sequence give e satlafactory f i t . Paral le l 
to C I and N I I in case of p^, p^ ^S^ of 0 I and F I I are 
found depreeaed, probably due to interaction with 2p^ ^s • 
0 
Edlen*s eciuationi predict that the %^ level will crott 
down the ^S?^ at ^  « 0.4 ^nd ^ « * 0,6. It i» borne out well 
by the experimental ijata on $e 1 and 3 I sequencee. 
1,3 np^ GONFIGURATIOMS 
The level energiea of,the p eonfiguratione, ae given 
in T/kS £ lAjff yield the follo«rin9 exprestions for the 
parafsetera t 
where (Ap) stands for {^^^^2' *^*J6 ^  interval. Therefore,if 
*^ * ^ii 3/2 ^^ ^&/2 ^•^•^® •r^ experlaentally known for 
any specific configuration, the other two levels can be 
9 
iBim«diat»ly calcwlat«d. Putting Y « Tup / ^'^^2 *Xnf) ** 
before, ^ c«n !»• expresatd In units of ^SFgi^* 3 ^ np/4^ ^^^^ 
(3F^ «. A5p2/4^ ^^ oxigin. Th« theory can then be conipared 
«with experiment for ^ 3/2 «t«<J D3/2 levels as shwon in FI9. i.3. 
The y«axie of the figure is inverted in order to show it« 
featyree better Skiid ellow comparison with the case p and p^. 
Vfe draw the following conclusionsi 
(i) The experimental ^z/2 *^^ '^ *® '^^ ^ *'^ ®® found to be 
it) 
arranged separately isoelectronic sequences of N X, P I and 
(ii) The data on the N 1 sequence show erratic behaviour due 
to insufficient precision of measurement of the eaiall intervals 
involved* tdlen*s parametric smoothing of the expeximental data 
brings order to the results* 
(iii) P X and AsX sequences behave nicelyi Svensson*s calculated 
values for the i> 1 sequence are equally satisfactory. The 
^^3/2 •^''•^  **^  ^ * ^^ demands some improvement» however. 
tiv) The data on Xe IV show such great departure from the Sb X 
sequence that we can safely recommend complete revision of its 
analysis. 
i,4 PAliAMtTfcKi. Fj AND^np 
The paramster F^ determines the separation of terms in 
a configuration, while 1^^ is the splitting factor for a 
O .2 ^ .4 .« • 
nOI.J p3 INTERVALS. € = (E - *P , , j * r5F j ) /(7.5FjH.5 X^pV** TMUCAil . 
0 
raultiplet. Th«xefore, If ^ o - ^ ^ * ^^^ fsultlpltt structure 
remains distinct and w« lie in the doraalit of the LS couplin9. 
Heverse Is the case of jj coupling. W« have plotted(F^. T ) 
against Y foj- np^ n^p"^  and np"* configurations In Figs.i.4,1,5 
a^nd X.fc respectively* Here the isoelectronlc sequences 
separate out inoxe distinctly. The C 1, N 1 ^nd 0 I sequences 
show « distinct laaxlinuro at about ^ « 0.055, while the 
sequences Si X, P I &nd S I show a flat maxiffium at about 
Y « 0.08, (Fg "Xna^ becomes negative at about \f^0.17 for 
C 1, H I, O It ^i I, V I, Q I an4 Ge X sequences. Others 
lie on the negative aide of (F^ - T^^^J entirely, values for 
all series becotRing more negative for higher merabers. Fro© 
this observation, we conclude that there is a systematic 
transition from i 4 to jj coupling through different Inter-
mediate stages as we 90 in st^s from n«2 to n«>3,4,5 etc. 
From Figs. 1.4, 1,5 and 1.6, we come to another 
important conclusion, that the coupling changes gradually, 
also when we move to higher raembers in the same sequence, 
(»np '^ •'^ *^ "* considerably SRialler than Fg for 'f ^  0.05S In 
sequences of C 1, N I and 0 I, and for ^ |'^  0*06 In those of 
i»i 1, P X and S I . Ws can, therefore, think that the 
LS coupling is rigorously applicable only for 0 ^ ^4 0.05S 
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F(G. 1.5 COUPLING VARIATIONS ALONG THE SAME 












FfG. 1.6 COUPLING VARIATIONS ALONG THE SAME AND DIFFERENT 
SEQUENCES OF P^. 
11 
and S I «equenc««. FOP 0.039^ N^^O.IT in C I, HI and 
0 I @«qu«nc«« and fo* 0.084^^4^^* i*? *•« SI I, P X and i* X 
sequences, "^  approaches Fg «• Np Incfeaset; this m»y be 
taken to be the region where the LK approximation C^J 
Is the best, as the coupling conditions here diverge wof 
and more from LS, but ere never far off. 
For ^^<i,M t FgC l^ rm *"** **^ * difference ever 
increases. Therefore, ^ =0.17 should define the barrier off 
which the coupling is definitely nearer to jj, and will 
finally culminate into the pure ij coupling near Y « i. 
i.5 THfi Z-i>J:*'Ui{yi:ii;£j OF cftetiGY LaVfcL^ OF 4 p ^ CUWFXOin/iTiONS 
At the begining of an isoelectronlc sequence, the 
difference between the terms increases linearly v/ith the 
atoBilc number, Z» Departure from the siiaple ^ «>dependence 
becomes increasinfly if»portant, however, as the net electronic 
charge "^  • z • (N-l) increases with Ionization, whlU the 
number of electrons N decreases. To get the desired accuracy 
Uay better than 0.»^), the energy intervals must be studied 
in terms of the parameters F^ and "^ . m calculate the 
twj pararoeters using tvi«> observed intervals and then try to 
obtain formulae in terras of X^ , containing as many adjusted 
constants as Is necessary to achieve the desired accuracy. 
12 
To detexroin* the relatlv* positions of th« flv« levels of 
the configuration, we sfilect thr»e p«lr» of intervals such 
that all fiv« l«v«ls ax« included. Th« numerical values of 
the two parameters, as calculated from various pairs of 
intervals, will in general toe different frora each other and 
from the purely theoretical values, because th® approximations 
used neglect the small effects of spin-spin and configuration 
interactions. v?e roust, therefore, determine the "^-dependsnce 
of the parameters for every pair separately. 
Following iidlen ^ 2 2 y , we first consider the Interval© 
(^ 0 - \^) and (^*'j^  - ^^2^' ^^® tried to accoinodat© the 
values of F^ (in cwT^ , obtained fjpom the observed intervals 
by means of eqn (3) of icdlen, in the form of relation (i) of 
ovensson ^ M J ? ' . The error was found to be • 1.29^. ^^ d^ing 
another term of the forre ^  -r , where ^  is another adjustable 
parameter, the error reduced to ± 0.8€^. By orolttinf the 
data on Se I, however, the calculated values of F- were found 
to agree with the fitted ones within better than ^  0.17;^ . The 
final formula is, therefore, taken to be 
Fg m U87.38 • 255.479 X * 3.3468A ^-2»268)-3.9386 T;^  ..Ul 
The values of ^^p are obtained by substituting Fj frosi eqn (i) 
into the formula (4) of fcdlen, which is, in turn, used to 
3 
ca lcula te th« screening constant a fjom E<Jlen*» theo re t i ca l 
r e l a t ions / " S i , p . 182.7. Following Svensson C^J* these 
values of s are f i t t e d to the fores 
» « 11.1454 * 0.01236 Z • 120.093/(i:*«) t l i ) 
with i; 0.01&^ reproduc ib i l i ty . The s values for unkno«vn 
configurations can now be calculated from eqn (11) by successive 
approximations. The 1^ •dependence of F- and the Z-dependence 
of 8 i s shown in Figs, 1.7 and l.&t respect ively* t ^e r e the 
s t r a i g h t l i ne s represent the formulae (1) and (11) , and the 
c i r c l e s give the experiiaental values on which the fortaula© are 
based. The In te rva ls (^Dg - ^^ and ih ^ - % J , md hence 
the l eve l s ^Dj, ^^ \.^2 *>*i"9 '=•*<>) ere f i n a l l y reca lcula ted 
by i n se r t i ng , in eans (1) s>^n6 (2) of £dlen, F« from eqn t l ) 
«nd \^ from eqn (11) and i;dlen*s r e l a t i o n s / " a i , p . l 8 2 X 
In order to extrapola te the in t e rva l i^B^ - ^^2^• *^ 
use the experlBstntally known p a i r s (^P, - "^^^9 (^^^ - ^ti^ * 
/inother s e t of values for Fg »nd X^ i s derived from the 
theore t i ca l r e l a t i ons (7) and (8) of Edlen. Fg i s now 
represented by the following fortwila t 
Fg - 1206.77*271.05 I^-H.4193/( T ; . 2 . 0 9 7 8 ) - 4 . 7 6 5 6 ^ 2 _ ^ ^ ^ ^ j 
with an accuracy of 1 0,1756 j the sBwothed values of ^ . a re 
calculated by put t ing the r e s u l t s of eqn ( l i i ) i n eqn (8) of 
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14 
Edl&n. th« lnt»xval (^S - ^Qj, and thercfosto th« l«vtl 
% » l« f inal ly e«lcylattd by utlng £dl*(iU y«l«tioni JjO) * 
thus obttlnod i« combin«d with th« obs«rvtd intsrval 
(3|j^ - ^^J to obtJiifi a third ««t of Fg valuoft imm Edl«n*i 
«c|nC ii) { this p£ocoduir« yi#ldt tho fos^ula 
Fg « 1190.31 • 267.191 X • 3.0fe97/( I^»2.31)-4,6968 ^^ . . . . Civ) 
with a xtproducihillty of t 0.01$. Tha laval ^P^ la than 
ealeulatad fro© 9<v^ ill) of Edlan. 
Tha calciilatad 4p* tavala BX^ giv&n in Tabla 1.1 for tha 
apaotra Sa I to Sb XVIIli tha aatlnatad accuracy ia * 0*2%' 
#»*## 
15 
T«bl« i . 1 CALCULATED V/iLUfcs OF 4p*- INTyiVALS 
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The n«utiral Ge atom, that eexvee aa a model fox the 
whole sequence, has two equivalent electieons In its outer-
most 4|» subehell and therefore « carbon like structure of 
energy levels. The ground configuration 4s^4p^ consists of 
^PQ , 2> ^^2 *"** ^^o *^^ *^ * ^" oxdev of increasing energy. 
The excited configurations to which we ere concerned here 
ere 4s^4p 4d with its twolve levels, nsosely "¥, %, ^P, ^F, 
h, h and 4s^4p5s with its four levele %»Q ^  2 ^^^ ^ *'i-
J*selection rule permits 34 4p-4d a^nd 14 4p»5s transitions? 
4d '^ F^  does not combine with the ground levels. 
2.2 ftEVXEW. Oy. THft atfcQUcNCfc 
Knowledge of the Qe I-like spectra is limited to only 
the first four members of the iaoelectronic sequence. AiL^f 38j?' 
descriptions were based on the work of K.B. Hao and C.G.Kiess 
for Qe 1, of A.S. Hao and U W . Gartlein for M II, of K.a.Hao 
and his colleagues for ^e 111 and, of A*!$, Hao and ^.G. 
Krishnanurty for Br IV. After 1952 a number of papers are 
published on Ge I by K.L. Andrew and his colleagues C^^J* 
Li and Andrew^34^ reported a revised analysis of As 11 in 
17 
th0 region 701-11064 A, »*>ll« Joshi and Budhlr«j« C^^J 
o o 
studied Bx IV from 310 A to 2420 A. H«st of the ffiembeari 
of the sequence remained untouched to fax. 
Vie have analysed 4p-4d and 4$»-56 transitions in <*Y VXII, 
Zt IX, t^ X and Me Xl« ^43,44 J for the first time. 
Our yttrium, rirconiuoa and niobium spectra have been 
recorded on Ilford Qj plates, with the kind help of 
DT, J.O, £kberg. In lund (bweden) on lr>rofessor Edlen*8 5-in 
grazing incidence spectrograph. The region covered in these 
exposures was about 125 A to 440 A» The tight source used 
was a condensed vacuum spark at ^ kV that slided on alumina 
(AljOg), thereby intxoducing O and Al lines into our 
spectrograms. These impurity lines are %7ell known and 
measured with high accuracy /" 1,2,19,20,53^1 they served as 
useful references and also helped us in separating the 
ionization stages as described for zirconiu» spectra in our 
paper on 2r VI and Nb Vli C^J» The capacitance in the 
spark circuit was about 0.5>/«.F for ^ r and 0.33>4F for Y and 
Nb. In order to separate the ionization stages, additional 
inductance was introduced into the spark circuit in steps of 
1,2.3,5,10 or 20 turns of a copper coil, the Inductance of 
1 0 
9dch turn mtasurin^ about O.itidri. 
The spectrograms v«z« sieasursd on an Ak>be cos^arator 
and the wavalengthi wer« calculattd on th« XBM-liaO of our 
unlv«rslty» using a second dagre* polynomiali further 
refinements wera a^da by graphical corrections. The wava-
lengtha finally reported are atappoaed to be accurate to 
o 
X 0.005 A, 
2.4 THEOHETlCAt CAtCUtATIOHS 
Dr. B.D. Gowan of toe Alatnot (U.S.A.) provided ua. 
Oft our request, his HX calculations on the above apectra In 
1^67 that we are ualng extenalvely alnca then. The 4p-5a 
t ransi t ion! In Ge X, Aa X and S» I aequencea were found to be 
In good agreement with them. But due to the exclualon of 
46->4d Interactions, n^lch push up tome of the Interacting 
4d levela by icore than ^000 cwT^, the agreement waa not 
good enough In case of 4p-4d transi t lona. In 1^76, he 
furnlahed ua, therefore, on theae spectra new Hf calculatlona 
In which the 4a-4d Interactlona have been Included. Theae 
new calculatlona closely agree with our present analyaea. 
2.5 iDaMTXFlCATXQNa 
m have Identified 27,27 and 24 llnaa as 4p-4d »n4 
12,10 and 9 lines as 4p«5« transitions of the Y VIXX, 2r IX 
19 
and Nb X resptctivtly (App«ndlc©« 1,II»1I1), All tb» 
fiv« levels o{ the ground configuration p^ are est«bU«h«di 
as woll as all the four 4p&s and elevon 4p4d l«v«l» that 
combine with p^. Cowan** i%? calculations on 4p-5i 
transitions of theso spectra and his 1976 calculations on 
4p»4d • 48 (privato cotmunication) predicted thaia with an 
accur«icy of a few angstroms, and have been of groat halp 
in this work, thoraforo. Transition 4p^ h^ - 4p58(iS,5^ j^  
could not b© identified in V VIII as it coincides with a 
strong Y Vil line at 255.484 A, all the levels with their 
cotcbinations axe given in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Out of 
9 lines classified «8 4p-5s transitions in Mb X, wo could 
remeasured only four on Lund plate* recorded in 1968-69. 
Host of the lines are from Chaghtai^s list of Orsay. 
It has also been possible to determine two 4s4p 
levels in all the three Spectra of our interest with the 
help of 6,6 and 4 lines identified as 4&^4p^ * 4s4p^ 
transitions* 
2.6 i^cLfcCTKOMic aom>mi^t^ 
The ground levels are plotted, with the non-interacting 
level ^P^ taken at origin, in Fig.2.i and the 4s and 4d 
levels in Fig.2.2 in the form of snooth graphs. The 4p4d 
nultiplets are found to be situated as expected by the theory 
T«bl« 2 , i y VltU OBSERVED TiiEMb *\m THelB QOmimUOH^* 
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• ' S i 
»o fi 
r iG.2.2 IS.OCLECTRONIC RELATfONS FOR 4 t 4 ^ ' A N D 
of a two ftlectron sptetxrum without Interaction with 
484p^^2i,p.lOJLj, except that ^D^ and ^D^ level* ere 
mutually Inverted and % occurs above "h. and Pg. The 
40,4d levels are plotted for the spectra Y Vlll - Mo XI 
only, because the data on earlier ©embers do not appear 
reliable. 
Tha graph of 4p5t level* la shown In FI9.2.3. The 
four spectra, lem have analysed, pezmlt very satisfactory 
smooth connections. The observed displacement of the 
(3/2»'4 )j|^  and V4t»H ) • levels of the earlier sequence raeodaers 
might be caused by perturbations due to 464p levels that 
cross then) downnvards in that re9lon. It Is clear that frota 
the very beginning of tha sequence there Is no singlet and 
triplet structure, and jj-coupllng holds in a clear*cut 
manner* We have, therefore, adopted appropriate notations. 
For plotting the graphs, data on Oe X and Se 111 are taken 
from AEL, on AS 11 frooi C^J* on Br IV fro© t^zj and on 
Mo XI from our o«m work /*43,44j?'. 
• * # • • 
0 * 1 Asit S t i l l BrIV NrV RbVl SrVIt YVIII ZrIX NbX MoX! 
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FIG. 2.3 ISOELECTRONIC RELATIONS FOR 4PSS. E'lS 1HE ENERGY 
OF(3/2.»/2)a LEVEL. 
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CH^THR I I I 
M % ' LIKE, ^?hCJ^ 
Th« «p«ctxa of t b i t e«<|uenci« have a half f i l l ed 4j> 
sul»@hell and therefore » nitrogen like structure of energy 
levels. The ground configuration 4s'^4p^ of As I - l ike spectra 
4 9 2 
gives rise to ^^M* "2/t 9/2 ^^'^ ^i Z/2 ®^'''®^ ® ^^ order of 
increasing energy* The low lying excited configurations are 
4s4p^ and 4s*4p^nl principally, out of which we AX% dealing 
with 4p^4d and 4p%8 only. There are twenty eight 4p^4d 
levels, namely (^ P) ^•*(P,D,F) » Cfe) (^S,i>.D,F,G) and (^ ) ^D, 
and eight 4p^5s levels, naipely %^3/2,5/2 • %.3/2» ^^3/2,5/2 
and S|^» Two 4d levels ^^^M* ^9/2^ **® "**** combine with 
the ground tern^ s. J-selection rule periRits 97 4p-'4d and 35 
4p»&s transitions. 
3.2 m^im OF. Ttia ^mi^m^ 
The tentsa given in AfcL are from w»F. Meggers for HS I, 
from D.C, Martin for iie II, fro» K.H. Hao and ii.G. Krishnajnurty 
for Br III and mainly from n,B, hao ^tvi £>.G. Krishnamurty for 
Kr IV. bince then, auto-ionized levels of As 1 have been 
reported by K,ii* Bhatia and W.fi. Jones, Hao ^49,47_/ has 
r> 5 
impzovQd upon th« kriowl©d9» of Bjf l^i. ChdghUl £^J reported 
4 fra9mentary analysis of 4p^-4p%« transitions In Mb iX and 
Zahld-All ^ 5 6 ^ made an un©ucc«»sful attempt of studying 
Y \ai In our laboratory. H«st of the members of this sequence 
have remained untouched »o far, Now, s»e axe reporting 4p«4d, 
Ss analyses of Y, 2r and Nl> (with extension and Iroproversents) 
in this sequence. 
Xie have observed 46, 49 ^n4 33 4p«4d, and 24,21 and 18 
4p-5s transitions Sn Y Vil, Xr VllI and m IX respectively! 19 
4d and all 8 5s levels are established in every one of these 
spectra. 4d levels are designated on the basis of Gowan*s 1976 
calculations and Ss on hie old 1967 computations. 
Chaghtai's first»ever, though frapi«ntary, analysis of 
4p'^-4p%s transitions of Nb XX was based on the line list he 
established in Orsay. A faint ^ XX spectrum is present on sosie 
of the sliding spaxk recordings isade for us in Lund. Overlap 
with the dense and strong oxygen spectrum did not permit us to 
observe many lines of this spectrum classified earlier. It was 
possible, hovvever, to verify the measurements of 10 out of 18 
lines we now classify as 4p-5s transitions In Nb IXj the rest 
of our lines are still taken front Chaghtai's Orsay list. It Is 
26 
b«Ii«ved thdt the Nb lined of Intensity 3 or tsoxe are accurat« 
o 
to bettor than o.Oi A, while the faintor ones isay admit error 
up to 0.02 A. We have normalized the Intensity figures to our 
general scale of visual estimatee made on Lund plates. The 
y VII and ZT VIll spectra have been taeasured entirely according 
to the general description given in the Chapter II, 
Lines ©f Y VII at 329,8 and 25^.4 A show peculiar 
intensity variation behaviours. Indicating that they ^T& super-
ifrpoeed on lines of different loniiations. The 4p^ ^DnM'-^P^^ 
3/2 *^ '»8i''^ <^*'^  could not be asfeigned in Y VII because of 
o 
overlap with a strong O IV line at 252.5 A. In ^r VIII, lines 
at 222.2 and 226.0 A are blended ^tflth O V and Al VI (x2) 
reapectively, but their separate entity could be eetabllshed by 
intensity variation studies. 
3 . 4 loOfiLfe^uTHOftiia uci.ii^rttauy?fc> 
The 4p ground levela axe shown in Fig.3.1 with the 
centre of gravity of the configuration at origin, as recently 
suggested by «idlen (private coRmunicatlon). Thli representation 
gives very nearly horizontal etraight linea for the ieoelectronie 
plot of the non-lnteractlng ^D^/2 *'"*^  ^^^ levels. The three 
interacting levels with J« 3/2 also furnish sensitive straight 
line relations showing inutual repulsion. The ground intervals 
Asl Sffli erIII MrIV f»b¥ SrVI VVII Zrvitl NbtX MoX 
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In these spectra can, therefore, be taken to be firmly 
efttabllehed* 
m have plotted In Fig.3.2 the 4d levels for the four 
spectra analysed In our laboratory. Data on earlier members 
of this sequence aie of no help and have been omitted. In 
FI9.3.2 we notice immediately th© displaced poeitlon of the 
(%) ^Dg/g ^/2 l«vels of Y Vll, needing explanation. ( D) G7/2 
level Is designated so In accordance with Cowan*a calculated A 
and Intensity values, although transitions fxmi i^D) f'5/2 7/0 
could be expected to be stronger ordinarily (fcdlen,private 
co;nsr.unlcation), We can point out tMsa pore peculiar features « 
Ihat l^D) 4^*3/2 approaches (^ D) ^S^ so much that It appears 
to font! a close doublet with that level, nnd that ih^) ^p term 
Is found Inverted. The pultlplet structure* on the v^ole, 
appears to hold, but the multiplets overlap frequently. 
The 4p &s levels are plotted isoelectronically In Fig.3.3. 
btnooth relations on a sensitive scale furnish confidence to the 
analyslsi the ^^/2* ^^^/2 *"** ^^3/2 ^®^®^® Indicate Increased 
mixing i9a IX onwards, vihlle "^Sju and Pj^ show appreciable 
repulsion. ^9u remains unaffected, as the downward pressure 
- 2 A 
Of ftnj^ on It cancels out with the upward push due to Fj/. The 
**5/2 *"^  Ji levels cross over due to the doublet and quartet 
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28 
For thest graphs, data on As 2 and S« II axe taknn 
fjToro AEL and on Br 111 from C Al 7% except 5i ^Pj/ retained 
fr«» >\£L. The 3s levels of Kr IV, as reported In AEt ere 
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m Ct i«9l i t f i (1971) 
4.1 j?JHMc^,Wfe 
The four equivalent p electrons irt th« ground confi-
guration 4B^4p of a eslfinlum atom, or an isoeltctronic ion, 
give rise to the lovele %»g . ^^ ^0^ «nd % ^ . An «xcit«<i 
confi9urdtion 4s 4p nd (n ^ 4) giv#a rise to thirty «ight 
energy levels, namely t^ S) ^'^D, (^ D) •^^ (S.i»,D,F,a) and 
fy) ^•^1P,D,F)» J-selection rule penr.lts a totftl of 97 
Ap-nd transitions for ©very n, but msny of then) will be too 
faint to be observed. The levels with J » 4 or 5 have no 
allowed transitions to the ground levels. For every one of 
the 4p^n8 (n > 5) configurations we get ten levels a^, ^if^, 
"^1 2 3 • ^ ^2 • '^ '^o 1 2 *"** ^ *^ r ^^ 4p-ns transitions are 
allowed by the selection rule AJ « 0, jt A for every value of 
n, but some of them are expected to be faint. 
4.2 HfcVXfctf OF THtt ^cQUfciCii 
The first spectrxui* of selenium, ue 1, as reported in A£L 
is based on the work of J.e. Huedy and ft.C. Gibbs from 300 to 
o o 
11000 A, and of K.w, Meissner et al. from 3588 to 966S A. The 
two line lists are, according to Moore /"SB./, "stt^ prlsingly 
discordant with regard to the wavelengths of a number of lines 
Of5 
cotmon to both» and with ar^ gayd to the nyfsbtr af linoe 
recorded indepondtntly from th« two ©et» of observations,i.»., 
not coRsnon to both list*. Recently Morlllon and Vexges C^J 
have studied the arc spectxum of ^ e I bet««e@n 3900 and 
ild44 cwi"^ . 
Rao t^j^ In his exteneive study of laii II fxforo 3§0 to 
o 
ID^000 A revised the previous work on this epectrwra yeported in 
AEL. IViax'tin and Itch <f 36.7 have ifnproved upon the precision 
o 
of c^ eeeux'emente in a study of Br II from about 600 to liOO A. 
The AEL data on Kr III are based on studies by 
o 
G.J. Huuisphreye frocs 2116 to 7353 A and by J.C. floyce from 516 
o 
to 1923 A. fc'dnnhagen et al./*37.7 have revised the spectrwR 
o o 
in the range 529 /i to 1159 A. 
The first paper on Bb IV and Sr V is recently published 
by Hansen and Per»»on(^ 29j''i it deals with 4s'^ 4p -4»4p 
o 
transitions lying in the region SOO-1000 A. 
The first analysle of Y VI was published by Chaghtai 
et al.^11^ on the transltlone 4p^.4p^nt (n-S.e,?), and 
4p'*« nd (n»4,S). ^alubas et al. ^ 58.7 have recently published 
their work on 4s^ 4p'*» 4s4p* transitions of Y VI. 
u'haghtal f^,Aj had analysed the transitions 4p-4d,Se 
in Ix VII, Nb VIII and Mo IX and established 81 energy levels 
based on 143 lines of these previously unknown spectra. Recently 
3? 
Reader •! al. /"AS^A^J^ h«v« work«d out the Internally oxcitvd 
levels of 484p^ conflgujration In It, Nb and Mo. 
In this chapter, vm axe deiCJrlbing a new analysis of 
the 4p*4d,5t transitions In Y VI, Zx Vll and i^ VIII. 
4.3 |.fe>^Xr;qATlOi^ 
At the tirae, first papers on Y VI, Zx VII, Mb Viil and 
Mo IX were prepared, data on this Isoetectronlc sequence were 
limited to only the first three meR'bersi the reported 4d levels 
did not help cvuch. Identifications were carried out,therefore, 
exclusively iwith the help of Cei«an*8 calcylations (private 
communications) and the internal consistency of the findin<39 
thefTselves* 
The difficulties of identifying 4p->4d transitions of 
highly ionized atocis are ivtll known* The problems range frofi» 
precise ionization separations in a very dense spectral region 
to configuration interactions, ^ oete times one angstrom rr.ay 
contain 20 lines or more, belonging to four or even more 
different ions. M l configuration interactions cannot be 
included in any theoretical calculations used as guide to 
identification work. Chaghtal's 1970 paper f^J^ focuses 
attention to these difficulties, to the irreliability of data 
whatever then existed on 4d levels and to the need of more 
concentrated and systewetic efforts than were possible at that 
ticte. 
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W» continued otir efforts, therefow, on thes» transitions. 
Ekbe£9 and i>ven«»on/*26j?', tn tlie ©eanwhllt estatellshed 
significant 3« • 3d interactions in Tl V11I,1X,X and the iso-
electronlc spectra; Edl^n suspected (private cotcmunlcatlon) 
that the sa^e thing would happen in their next period hoinologuee. 
Cowan accordingly furnished us with new calculations on the 
4p-4s * 4d transitions of Se I«, As I«, and Oe I-llke epectra, 
using a Hartree-Fock Code, this tlrse. In 1976. These calculations 
are slightly less accurate than his 1967 HX calculations as 
regards the ground intervals. The case of 4p ^ Q ^ levels can 
be cited as an exansple. The old calculations predicted crossing 
of the t««o levels precisely between Hx V and Y VI as observed, 
but the new ones indicate it a little farther. The 4B»4d level 
Rslxlng Is, however, nicely taken into account by the new 
calculations and the departures are reduced from about 27000 cro'^  
to less than 3000 c» * In ease of 4s t' levels and from about 
44000 to 4000 cwT^ for 4s h^. 
In case of 4d levels, we conclude that the new BF code 
has pushed up all the levels by a few thousand crn^ l^n comparison 
with the old HX. ^ even 4d levels with J«0,l and 2, namely 
l^ P) h^, ^^12 •"^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ % I 2 • ^ '^l *^ *^ * considerably risen 
to enter into better afireeiQent with experisient than before. 
Except i^i*) ^D^, that still departs by about 7500 ctj'^ a^ll of 
then agree to within *, 2200 cm*'^  with experiment. The uppermost 
o 
l«v#l of this configuration, U Q , , (%) h^ appear© non-
interacting with 4ft lev«l8 according to both the calculations. 
Peculiarly enough, C^D) ^S^ ie the only 4d level that the now 
calculations predict depressed by 3000 cm*^, contrary to all 
other lov©ls and with respect to the old calculations that 
•1 
agree with experiisents to within 3S0 cm *. In all we have 
cals&ified 58,60 and 52 lines as 4p*4d transitions to establish 
24 4d levels In Y VI, Zt Vll and m VIII respectively. 
As regards 4p - 6s transitions, 29 were reported In 
Y VI fllj, ti9 conflxta 18 of them without change and 6 with 
revised designations* ^even new lines are added (Appendix I). 
nil the 22 trtinsltions in ;^ r VII axe confirmed and six new lines 
are added (Appendix II)* In case of t^ VIXI, out of 26 lines 
reported previously C^J* *** confirm 25. The weak transition 
4p^ h^ - 4p^5s ^P^ Is dropped and the 4p^ H^ level of this 
spectrum Is established by the regaining two 4p*&s transitions, 
o o 
confirmed to lie at 190.757 A and 203.686 A* A new line Is 
added to 4p-5s analysis of Nb VIII (Appendix III)» All the terias 
with their combinations are given In Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. 
The ground levels 4p^ agree with those of Header and his 
colleagues /"48,49,58.7 within the limits of experlRsental error. 
4.4 GQii^AHlbON ^^01^ THte ofctjUaNCii 
The 4p^ levels are now completely known from Se I to Mo XX 
with good accuracy. We are, therefore, reproducing the 
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Tabic 4,2 Zr VIXt OBS£»V£P t£RMS AND mSlB COmiNAl lO^ . 
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a Ch4i9ht4i (1970) 
b ChaghUl {1970) with d l f f • s e n t d«s lgnat ion. 
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• Ch«ght«l 11970) 
b ChaghUl 11970) with d i f f • r t n t des ignat ion . 
c Evades «nd Acqultta (1976) . 
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iioeltctronlc comparison of tho astrophysically important 
ground int«rval« In Fig.4. i. Data are taken from C^J 
for Se X, from ^ 3 6 7 for Br II, from ^37,7 for Kr 111, 
froBv r ^ J for Rb IV and Sr V, and from /*48,58.7 for Y VI 
and Zr VII. It is evident that h^ interact© with \^ end 
% 2 ^^^ ^^2* J^ ®»«l*5.ng In the croeslng of ^^^ and ^'Q a» 
dlscusaed before ^4, it J', The coupling of 4p^ hae been 
arsply discussed earlier -^7,42.7. /ilthough a rolxed situation 
prevails in the spectre under discussion the Li>«notatlon Is 
retained. 
Ire have plotted 4d levels of 3e l*llke epectra In 
FI9.4.2. Data are taken from C^J ^^^ ^^ ^^  *"<^  ^ ^o» €^"^7 
fox Kx III. It appears, ho^wever, necessary to redesignate 
wany Isvels of these latter spectra according to Table 4.4 to 
bring In Isoelectronic correspondence. The multlplet structure 
can be traced out in all cases, except the levels that do not 
combine with the ground levels. The overlap of the ntultlplets. 
Is however, tremendous, that must have resulted in (nany 
strong Interactions between levels of the configuration. This 
may perhaps expiein the Inversion of nost of the observed 
nsultiplets, and a eocaplete theoretical study of this feature 
might be Interesting, 
The isoelectronic plot of 4p%« Is given In Fig.4.3. 
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Tabltt 4.4 E«d«@i9n«t«d l«v«ls of Kr 111 ^(^ 6r XZ< 
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structur* shown in the beginning of the s«qu«nc» giv«s way 
to clear*cut pmiz*coupling for the higher members. We have 
adopted the appropriate notations. 
The ^^^/^2 ^^^^^ ^^ found to descend slowly«cro&8ln9 
^^^3/2^1 '*®^ w»®" ^  V^ ®"<* ^ ^ ^ ^^» ***^ ® behaviour can be 
explained by the fact that acGordin9 to C<>v»an»s calculations 
^^%/2^2 ®^ 'nix«<* w*^ *^  ^ ^^3/2^2* ^^ **3/2^ 2 ^ "*^  ^ ^^5/2^2* ^ * 
Influences of t^ i*3/2)3 *"** ^ ^^3/2^2 ^^ ^^^3/2^2 ^ ®^ mutually 
neutralized as the percentage adnlxture of i ''2/^2 ®^ 
alRiiOst double that of { ^3/5) n* ^^^^^ ^^® Influence of v %/^^« 
Increases as we proceed from Y VI to Mo IXj hence the 
depression of (03/3^2 * ^^^ level 58 ^^3/2^ o ''••'^ ® *° ''*® 
about SOO c»*^ too high (Fig.4.3). This could be due to a 
perturbation from 4d ^ D*. 
•in*'*-* 
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Th« spdctnun deecx-ibed in this chapter is that of 
fivA tinies ionized zirconium which is ieoelectronic with 
Br I* The five equivalent p electrons of the outermost 
subshell of neutral brontine give rise to an inverted 
doublet 4»^4p* ^^%/9 k • ^® ground levels* We have been 
interested in the excited configuration* 4p nd (n«4,5,6) 
and 4p ns {n«5,6,7), 4p nd consists of twenty eight energy 
levels for every n, namely C%) ^P, *D, *P, % , ^0, ^ F, 
(%) %, 2p, %, ^F, ^0 and C%5 ^Di ne forms a group of 
eight levels. t%) %/2^3/2,|j . (^) %3/2.H • ^^ ^^  \/2,3/2 
and (^) i»ji • J-selection mle perirsite 34 transitions from 
an nd to the ground configuration, while in the case of an 
ns, a tnaxiiffium of 14 transitions is allowed. 4p^ni configu« 
rations areiiow known to obey pair*couplingt we have,therefore, 
adopted appropriate notation to denote their level structure. 
5.2 HfcVXfeW O F IHfc ^ fai^UlJNCfc 
Br I is described in AtL on the basis of the work by 
C.C. Kiess and T.L. de Bruin fro» 3753 to 9320 A and by 
L.A. Turner from 1232 to 1633 A. Tech /'SSj' has revised and 
0 
extended the observations from 2067 to 24100 A, while 
50 
HumphMys and Paul ^32.7 hav© observed and r«poxt©d th© 
first tpactrum of bromin©* Br I, in i.8*4Km rogion. 
For Kr XI, AEL cit«6 work by d* Bruin et al. from 
2000 to i06S9 H and by J.C, Boyce from 559 to 964 A. 
Minnhagttn at &l*^37j^ rovisod and axtanded this spectrum 
o 
in 9raat detail from about 400 to 2700 A. 
Tho data on Bb III and Sr IV are based on tha 
analysis of D,H. ToHiboulian, on Y V and Zx VI by Paul and 
Hi»n8«^4lJ'' and that on m VII and Mo VIII by Charl«8iri2 7* 
B,9B&9x and Epstaln^SO^ ravisad 4p-4d#5s transitions in 
V V. Cha9htai^3,5^7 raportad the revised analyses of Zr VI, 
m VII and Mo VIII in the «»avelength region 236-567 A, 
197-517 % and i74*'474 A respectivaly^ followed by bkberg 
et al.jjf 23,24«25.7. they concentrated on 4p 4d and 56 
configurations only. All the 5s and aloiost all the 4d levels, 
accessible from the ground levels of the four spectra 
(Y V, Zx VI, m Vli and Mo Vlli), are now reliably known. 
ChaghtaiU coisments {'^J on Rb III and Sx IV led 
to the reinvestigation of these spectra by Hansen et al./*30,3lj'' 
and, ^••dax and bpstein C^^J' ^ * 4p-5s transitions of 
Ru X, Hh XI and Pd XII were reported by iiven-Zohar and 
Fraenkel ^277'. 4p-5d, 6s, 6d, 7s transitions of Y V, 2r VI, 
Nb VII and Mo VIII have been reported recently from our 
laboratory ^ 8,i0,577, 
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In this chapt«r w« report our study of th« 
transitions to th« ground levels from 5d, 68, 6d and 7s 
lev«\8 of 2r VI, analyssd for the first tlroe. The ground 
Interval 4p^ ^^z/2 * *^*^  **^  ^^ ^^ ^® finally establlshed/"237 
to be 15607 0©""^  . This Is used In our present analysis 
of 31 classified lines (Appendix XI)* 
5.3 THAf^ITIONa m m 5d 
27 transitions 4p*3d »X9 observed In Zr VI, out of 
34 allowed by the J-selectlon rulei they establish 2D energy 
levels (Table 5,1). An Isoelectronlc plot of this configu-
ration Is given In Fig. 5,1 for which data are taken froBj/"55^ 
for 0r I, froiB frtj forlCr II, from ^ 3 0 , 3 1 / for Rb III 
and 8r IV, from ^ 5 7 / for Y V and frora ^ 8,10 J for Nb VII 
and Mo VIII. The se«|uences are smooth enough In the region 
Y V • Mo VIII, worked out In our laboratory. Interactions 
between 5d and 6s etc. are possible for the earlier fnembers 
of the sequencei hoi«ever, we did not ftial It siuch difficult 
to trace out the sequence all through* 
Out of 14 allowed 4p*6s transitions, only 10 are 
observed In Zr VI. All the eight levels could, however, be 
determined from these transitions. We Interchange the 
52 
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transltlona from (^**o^i4 *"** ^ ^1^3/2 • ^ ^ reported «arll«r 
in Zv VI, on the basis of i»oel«ctxonlc comparisons/ Now 
an anomaly exist, somehow, in the intensity of these lines, 
the transition from i'^^u being predictect to be fainter 
than that from t'^ i'1)3/2 ' ^^ ^^^° reject the earlier 
transitions from these two levels in V V and classify two 
new lines at 223.856 and 224. iyD4 A as the transitions from 
^^1^3/2 *"** ^ '^ '^o^  respectively to ^^3/2 l»v©l. The 
isoelectronic comparison of the 6s levels is shown in 
Fig.&,2} data are taken from the sar.e sources as for 5d. The 
graphs are very sroooth, aithough ^ **p 3/2 '^^'^ ^2^3/2 ^^* 
known to be mixed and they repel each other slightly, ivith 
the help of isoelectronic contparisons, it is suggested that 
the designations of 66 *'3/2 *"<* 3/2 ®^^ *''^ ® ^ ^ *^** ^^"^ 
should be interchan9ed* 
5.5 THAminom mm 6d mo 7s 
we have observed XI 4p«6d transitions; they establish 
eleven energy levels. Only 4 transitions 4p*7s are observed 
in ilr VX. Four energy levels are thus determined. The line 
at X59.524 %. is doubly classified as a 4p - 6d as well as a 
4p-7s transition. Both the 4p*6d and 4p-7s transitions are 
observed to be faint due to the population density that 
declines continuously as we go to higher excitations* The 
NbVii MoVKt 
r 
X = l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
FIG. 5.2 Br I-LIKE 4P^6$ LEVELS. O H = aeiOcm-' 
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ionlsation ftepasation could not* thexofoxe* btt effected 
so wtll as in the cate of txansltions fxocn 4d«3d and 5e,6ft 
confl9uratlon»* Cowan*« calculations ^X5,l&«i7* &n4 
private conununlcationj?' aexved, therefoire, a» the only guide 
to identifying these transitions. The isoelectronic 
comparisons for the 6d and 78 levels are given in Figs.5*3 
and 5.4 with the corresponding data available in the sequence 
from the same sources as for 5d. As regards 6d levels, no 
date are available on the first four wembers of the sequence, 
except for a fragmentary report on Br X. Fig.5.3 is, therefore, 
plotted for V V-Mo VIII only. The trends appear to change 
at Zr VI, and the sequence becomes stsooth onwards. The 7s 
isoeleetronie sequence shows that levels of Mo '^ 111 axe 
9enerally depressed possibly due to some interactions. Many 
configurations can influence this region} we cannot,therefore, 
predict at this stage the precise nature of the interactions 
possibly involved. 
5*6 tlMlT EVALUATION 
Three Kydberg members *X9 observed in four ns series 
of Zr VI (Fig*5.5). The quantum defect (n-n ) is plotted 
agsinst t • (n*)*2 to obtain nearly straight lines for all the 
four. Series limit is, therefore, calculated from^ u^sing a two 
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of th« ground configuration 4p'* of Zt VII, known to uft 
from our ovwi woxk ^§,44j^» Applying tht Interval correction 
we have finally adopted the ground level to ground level 
Ionization potential 4p^ ^3/3 - -^ P^  ^^2 *® feal 777.00 ± 
0.50)x 10^ cro*^  or (96.33 • 0.06) ev. 
i»,ii>%*ii, 
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4p^ h^ . 4p5s(^ , ^^ 
4p2 %^ - 4p58(^ , I^Q 
4p^ ^^2 • *P^8C 3/2,1^ j^ 
4P^ \ • 4p&«(^, ^)^ 
4p^ ^Dg • 4 p 5 8 ( 3 / 2 , ^ ) 2 
4p^ \ • 4p5s(^ • ^ ^ 1 








Pj| - 4p-^5« sj§ 
4p3 % / 2 - 4 p 2 5 * % / 2 
^ ^ 2 - f^»^S» ^Dg/g 
^ V 2 - *S>^ »« \ / 2 
\ - 4p5»(3/2»J$5j^ 
^ 3 / 2 - ^P^»» % 
S/2- *P^ ^ \/2 
\ / 2 - *P^«^» S/2 
COMTD. 
6 Q 
251.220 4 3 9 ^ 5 7 8 VII 4p^ * S / 2 * '***^^* ^^M 
255,484 15 39X414 9 VII 4p^ ^\/2 " *^^^^ *^*3/2 
256,052 4 390546 3 VII 4p^ ^Pjg - 4 p ^ » ^ ^ ^ ^ 
VII 4p^ % 3 / 2 - *P^S» * ^ 5 / a 
256.759 22 389470 7 V l l 4p^ % 3 / 2 - 4 p % s 2 F | , 
257.101 1 3S8952 2 VI 4p* ^P^ ^ 4ph^i^P^^2^ ^ 
259.099 5 385953 9 VX 4p^ % 2 • '^^^^•^^^3/2^ 2 9 
259.036 5 366047 8 V l i 4p^ \ ^ ^ . 4 p % t \ ^ ^ 
260.245 2 384253 5 VII 4p^ \ y ^ . 4p%« ^C^y^ 
im,m9 12 383614 8 VXI 4p^ % ^ ^ . 4p%8 ^D^y^ 
261.624 4 382228 6 VII 4p^ ^^Z/2 " ^P^^® ^ S / 2 
263,152 3 380009 6 VI 4p^ % 2 • 4 p % « ( ^ P j , ) , • 
263,326 4 379757 3 VII 4p3 ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^2^^ 4 | , ^ ^ 
264,306 3 373349 3 VI 4p'^ \ - ^p^SsC^Pg/g) ^ 
264,392 4 378226 2 VI 4p^ % ^ * '*P*^«^^^*3/2> i • 
265.655 2 376428 3 VII 4p^ %^^^ . 4p25» ^Pj . 
266 .501 15 375233 10 VI 4p^ h^ " ^*>^»«^^^V2^ 2 * 
266.550 8 375164 6 VII 4p^ % . Aph^ ^ 3 / 
270.693 20 369422 9 VI 4p^ \ • 4phtih^ ^ 9 
270.784 5 369298 9 VI 4p^ h^ • 4 p ^ « ( 2 p J ^ 
271.215 4 368711 6 VII 4p^ %^ . 4p%» % 
271.562 5 360240 7 VII 4p3 ^i^^/^ * -^P^^' ^^3 /2 
271.600 1 367918 1 VI 4p* h^ • 4 p % t ( 2 p j Q « 















































































































4p^ % 2 • 4p%»(^P3/j^ ^ 





















%2 • ApHtihx^ ^ 
^ P ^ . 4 p % s ( \ / 2 ) 2 
» I > J ^ - 4 P % * ( 2 D 3 / J ^ ) 2 
h^ • 4p%»(^D3^) ^ 
-*S3/^-4p2(%4d^P3/2 
%2 • 4p 4d %^ 
%2 - 4p35»(^S3/2) ^ 
% • 4p^(2p)4<l ^P^ 
^»^ - 4p^<^i>)4d ^ j ^ 
4^»2 - 4p4d h^ 
S-*P^*»^S/2>3 
\ - 4p35»(2p3/2>l 
4p* ^P^ - •l>^(^D)4d % 3 









V 2 ^ 2 ** 
4p^ h^ - 4p^5t{2D3/^ ^ b 















































































































% 0 . 4 p 3 5 . ( % / 2 ) ^ 
h^ - 4p%»C^*>^ ) ^ 




^ l ^ ^ . 4 p % . ( % / 2 ) g 
^3/2 
P^^  « 4p4d ^ 2 
%^ • 4p^C •^) 4d ^P 
\ - 4p4d %3 
\/2- *J>^C'^ )4*i % / 2 
%. - 4p4d % 1 
%2 • 4p^5si\3/2^ 1 
%2 « 4p^(%) 4d %2 

























































































































% / 2 
3p^ 





















• 4p^(%)4<i ^Pj^2 
« 4p4d %0 
- 4p2(%)4<J %^/jj 
- 4p4d %2 
. 4p^C%)4d ^0^/2 
* 4p^(%)4d \ ^ ^ 
* 4p4d %« 
- 4pHh)4d \ t ^ 
- 4p^!l%|4«4 ^0g/2 
• 4p4ii F-
- 4p^(%>)4d ^1*3/2 
• 4p4(l %)jj^  
« 4p^(%)4d %|^ 
- 4 p ^ { % 4 d %g 
• 4p^(*S)4d ^ 3 
- 4p^(%)4d ^Dg/g 
• 4p^(^S)4d ^ j ^ 
• 4p^(*S)4d h^ 





















































































VI I I 
VI 
VI 










































* 4p^(^PUd ^P}^ 
» 4 p ^ ( % | 4 d ^ 0 ^ / 2 
- 4p4«l h^ 
• 4p2(%l4<l ^P^ /2 
• 4p^a8(^D3/j2)^ 
- 4p^(%)4<i % 2 
• 4p^C^0)4d ^Dg/g 
- 4p4<l ^ 2 
- 4p^(^D)4di ^Pg 
- 4p^C^i»)4d % 3 
• 4p^(^U)4«i ^Pg/g 
- 4p^(^D)4d Vjj^ 
- 4p^(^D)4d % g 
• 4p^C%)4d %Q 
- 4p4d ^&2 
- 4p^ (%)4d h^ 
. 4p^i^D)4d % ^ 
• 4p4d ^'jL 





330.336 18 3D2722 6 VI l l 4p^ \ - 4p4d ^P^ 
333.584 15 302493 7 VI 4p^ \ - 4pH^P)46 h^ 
331. T57 18 301425 7 VII 4|>^ ^D^y^- 4p^(%)4d ^ ^ / ^ 
1 299S01 2 VI 4p^ \ - 4p^('*s54d %^ 
6 299371 6 VII 4p^ ^*'3/2" '^ P^^^^^ '^^  ^% 
334.3S1 10 299087 7 Vll 4p^ ^^3/2* ^P^^^^54«l ^ 3 / ^ 
335.380 12 298169 5 VIII 4p^ %2 * ^^^^ ^^2 
335.967 8 297646 7 VIII 4p^ ^ 2 " '^^^^ ^^3 
3 ^ . 1 8 2 15 297458 6 VIII 4p^ %*2 " ^^^^ ^^2 
336.556 15 297127 7 VII 4p^ ^P^ • 4p^(%)4d ^^ 
3 ^ . 6 9 3 J4 297006 7 VI 4p* %j^ - 4p^(^D)4d h^ 
337.066 4 296678 5 Vl l 4p^ ^ 3 / 2 * *P^(^^^^<* ^^3/5 
337.737 2 296088 4 VIII 4p^ h^ « 4p4d h^ 
337.919 2 295929 4 VI 4p^ h^ - 4p^(*S)4d h^ 
338.781 13 295176 7 VI 4p* h^ - 4p^(%)4d ^B^ 
340.243 2 293908 1 VII 4p^ ^^3/2* ^P^<^)*<* "^ ^^  
340.804 1 293434 2 VI 4p* \ • 4p3{%)4d %j^ 
340.934 7 293312 4 VI 4p* %^ • 4pH^n)Ati hj^ 
VII 4p3 2p^^^^ 4p2(3p)4d % / 2 
341.969 2 292424 5 VI 4p* h^ - 4p^(^P)4d ^P 2 
COMTD. 
68 








3 4 9 . 7 5 i 
350,991 




































































































%2 - 4ph^l')4d %^ 
^2 - 4p^ C^ D)4d % ^ 
h^ " 4p44 ^2 
\ - 4p^(%}4d %2 ^ 
%2 . 4p^C^J^)4d %3 
^^3/2" -^P^^^^^^*^ ^ V 2 
^^2 • 4p^C^D)4d %2 b 
^Dj • 4p*^(^P)4d ^F3 1 
%2 • 4p^l%)4d ^i»^ 
^Og « 4p^(^)4ci '^ Pj^  
3*^^ - 4p^(^P) 4d ^ Pg 
3^ *2 • 4p3(^P)4d ^ 0^ 
B9 
357.899 3 279408 2 VII 4p^ H^^^ - ApHh\M ^^^/^ 
357.990 iS 279337 7 V l i l 4p^ % 2 * ^^*** ^^2 
358.84d 2 278670 2 Vli 4p^ ^ 0 3 / ^ - 4p^i^*>)4d ^i 'g /g 
359.385 6 278253 4 Vl i 4p^ % 3 / 2 - 4p^( % ) 4 d H^/^ 
360.602 2 277314 i V l l l 4p2 % j ^ - 4p4d h^ 
360.937 2 277057 2 VIZ 4p^ % / 2 " "^P^^ ^^ ' ' '« ' ^ 7 / 2 
361.573 10 276569 7 VI 4p^ ^P^ • 4p^(^P)4fl % ^ 
361.830 5 276373 6 VI 4p^ % 2 - 4p^(^P)4cl h^ 
362.093 3 376172 1 VIW 4p^ h^ - 4p4«i ^ ^ 
362*333 2 275952 1 Vl i 4p^ ^Pj^ * 4p^C^i^)4d ^ ^ ^ 
363.130 2 275383 1 V l l i 4»^4p^ \ « 4«4p^ ^ F^ 
^ ^ . 7 2 7 12 27417S 7 VII 4p3 ^0^^^ - ApH\)M %^^ 




f* 3JJ 3I»6.502 4 272850 5 VI 4p^ •'i'^ - "'(* ^0^ 
369.484 5 270648 5 V l l l 4p^ ^^^ - 4p4d h^ 
269190 5 VI 4?"* h^ ^ ApW\A^ 
371.649 1 269071 3 VI 4p* ^P^ - 4p^C^P)4d \ ^ 
ZlUl^fi 3 269012 2 VII 4p3 ^^z/t ' ^P^^^*'^*^* ^^g/g 
1 267192 1 VI 4p^ ^Dj • 4p^(^l>)4d ^03 
375.276 8 266471 4 VII I 4 t ^4p^ H^ - 4«4p'^ ^ P^ 
CONTD. 
'0 
379.174 8 263731 6 VI 4p* \ ^ 4p\^f^)4ti \ 
379.445 8 263943 6 V2 4p* \ « 4pH^B)44 \ 
381.141 1 262370 1 VX 4p'* \ ^ 4pH^9)44 \ 
381.687 2 261995 1 VII 4p^ ^03 /^ - 4pHh)46 S ^ / ^ 
384.621 4 259996 5 VI 4p^ %2 " 4p^(^P)4d h^ 
386,013 1 259059 1 VI 4p^ -^ Dg - 4p^(^P)4d *^»^  
387*524 3 2 9 ^ 4 9 1 VIII 4p^ %2i * ^^^ ^^3 
387.910 3 ;?57792 1 VII 4p^ ^%/2 " *^^^ ^ "^^  *** % / 2 
3 6 8 . ^ 7 a 257329 4 VIIX 4s24p^ \ - 4t4p^ h^ 
391.695 4 255301 5 VI 4p^ %2 ' 4pH%44 %3 
395.038 4 253140 4 VI 4p^  %2 * 4pHh)4d h^ 
395*555 8 252809 5 VI 4p* h^ - 4p^(^F)4d h^ 
398,377 2 251019 1 VII 4p^ ^^3/2 - ^P^^^^*^ % / 2 
400.287 1 249821 2 VI 4p* ^Pg * 4p^(^B)*d ^^X 
402,532 4 248427 3 VIII 41^4?^ ^^ - 4« 4p^ h^ 
412,521 1 242412 2 VI 4p* ^f^ - 4p3t^D)4d h^ 
413.619 15 241768 3 Vl l I 4»24p^ ^P^ - 4«4p^ \^ 
413.721 15 241709 3 V2II 4B^4p^ h^ « 4f4p^ V ^ 
416.701 4 239980 3 VI 4p^ h^ • 4p3c2D)4d ^G^ 
COfiTD. 
7i 
418.250 3 239091 2 VI V % j ^ • 4|^^(%)4<i % ^ 
430. JB9 4 232496 3 VI 4p^ %Q - 4p^(^P)4d %^ 
43i .526 1 23X736 i VI Ap^ % , - ApH'^Vi)A4 %« 
« MMW«f)i»»»ll»»>W**N<iiJ.»iW<iWiV«i >.j-»i iW»*ti»j>*t. ' l*»WltMW»»*'W'Wli iWi .WwW(>>W»wMW»*'^»M=- i» '^ I illWMlMWOiii l iM'WIill l l imi 
• ChaQhtal ©t a l . (i973) I Zahid«All (1974), 
b Chaghtai e t dl» (i973)? Z4hid-Ali (i974) with dl*f«3r#nt c l » s t l f l c « t l o i 
.^p^ta^ « M 
(12$ k t o 439 A^  
i Q 






































































VI 4p^ ^ j , ^ . 4p'*(%)6d ^D3/2 
VI 4 p - " * ' 3 / 2 - ^ P " ^ * ^ % > V 2 
VI 4p^ % / 2 - ^ P * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ % / 2 
VI 4p* 2j?3/2 - 4p^{^i^)6d *Pg,/2 
X 4i24p ^P^ - 4t25d ^ 3 / 2 
VI 4p* \ / 2 - - * * » ' * ^ » ^ % J 5 / 2 
VI 4p^ 2pj^ . 4 p ^ ( % ) 6 d % 3 / j ^ 




i59.637 a 626421 i VI 4p* % j ^ - Ap^ih)^ ^^ 
Jl59.84i 2 625622 1 VI 4p^ ^Pj^ - ^P*''*^^*'1^3/2 
160.263 2 623974 1 VI 4p* %>j^  - 4p*(%)6d %^ 
160.391 3 623476 2 
160. M6 4 622874 2 
160.d8& 3 621562 1 
160.949 3 621315 1 
161.164 2 620486 1 
161,447 1 619390 1 
162.202 2 616'>15 1 
162.3S2 2 615946 1 VI 4p^ ^ 3 / 2 • 4p^(%)6d ^Dg/^ 
162.401 5 615760 2 VI 4p^ %3/2 . 4p^(%)6d \ ^ ^ 
162.802 3 614243 3 
162.949 1 613689 1 
162.997 2 613508 1 
163.060 3 613271 2 VI 4p^ % j ^ - 4p*(^f)6d ^ ^ / ^ 
163.163 2 612884 1 VI 4p^ ^^3/2 " *P^^^**)^ *£*3/2 
163.316 5 612310 4 X 4«24p ^if.^^ - 4«%d ^D^/g AE 
163.534 3 611494 1 VX 4p^ ^P^ - 4p^{ %) 6cl ^ P y ^ 
CONtB. 
4 ' * 
163.890 3 610X65 2 
163.948 3 6099S0 2 
165.034 I 605936 1 
S^ As.- - il«^tA«f2| 165,253 2 605133 1 V 41^ ** *SQ - ' * ^ ^ ® ^ ^ 3 / 2 ^ 1 ^ ^ 
165.933 3 602653 2 
166.053 2 602211 2 VI 4p^ ^*'3/2 * ***^^* ^ % ^ J$ 
166.140 2 601902 2 
166.208 8 601656 1 
168.711 1 592t30 2 
160.814 2 592363 2 
168.941 4 591923 1 V 4p* \ ^ "^^^^^ ^ % / 2 U 
169.038 4 „ ft91583 1 
169,408 2 590012 1 
169.696 1 589289 1 
169.7T0 4 589032 1 
169.899 3 5(^8585 2 
170.006 5 588215 1 
170.136 5 5S7765 4 




























VI 4p^ 2pt^ - 4p'*68(%)i^ 
172,072 1 &811S2 































































. 4p'*C^ )^5<4 \ / 2 
- 4 « 4 p S p hj^ 
. 4p*6»C ^0^)^/2 
- 4 p % » i ^ V 2 ^ 1 
. 4p*7d ^0^ 
« 4p*6t(^P.>j4 
EE 






i 78 .7e i 











































































3/2' .** 4p 
4 6«( %,) l^Z/2 
VI 4p^ \ - 4p^6»< %2) 3/2 
V 4p^ \ * 4p*7»C®P|| ^ 
VX 4p^ % 3 / 2 - 4p^C%)5«4 ^Pj^ 
VI 4p^ % 3 / 2 - 4p^(^0)5d % / 2 
VI 4pS S/2*^^P'^^**^:^3/^ 
VI 4p^ % 3 ^ - 4p^(%)5<i % g / 2 
V 4p^ %Q - 4p*6ci h^ 
VI 4p^ % 3 ^ - 4p*( M 5<1 % / 2 
VI 4p» V2-*^''^»^^^2>5/2 

























VI 4p^ 2^3/2 - 4p*C%5<l ^5j^ 
185,399 4 &39377 
























































































\ \ k ^ . >^\. -
^ " ^ ^ - •'• L , 
, \?- / / 
- 4 p 5 » ( 3 / 2 , J ^ 2 
" 4p^7*c2p3/2) i 
- 4p^(^*>l5d % 3 / 2 
• 4p5» i3 /2*^ )jj^  
- 4p^C%)5<l ^^^/2 
• 4p^C%)5d ^P|> 
- 4p*(^*')5d ^i*5/2 
• 4p^( -^ D) 5d 2j3^/g 
. 4p»6d \ 





















































































































^ 3 / 2 
\ 
*^3/2 














• 4p^(^P)5d ^ ^ 3 / 2 
- 4 p 5 6 ( 3 / 2 , f 5 ) 2 
- 4P^ (3H15CJ % / 2 
- 4p'*(^«'l5d ^F3 /2 
. 4p'^(^D)5d % / 2 
- 4p%d ^i"^ 
. 4p^C^P)5U % ^ 
- 4p'*C%)5d ^Djj/2 
• 4p'^(^k>)5d ^03 /2 
- 4p5«(H , 5 ^ ) ^ 
- 4p^(^P)5d ^^3 /2 
• 4p5 i (H ,5^ )Q 
- 4p'^ (%5d \y^ 
• 4 p ^ ( ^ ) 5 d ^i>^^^ 
- 4p5» ( 3 / 2 , H ) | 
« 4p^(%)5cl ^l>^ 
• 4p5a (JS , Sl^ ji^  




197.580 a 906124 2 VI 4p^  \ - V(^P)Sd \ / 2 
198.034 2 S04964 e V i Ap^ \ - 4p*(%)6<l \ 
199 .3 t5 3 301567 2 
199.661 2 S00849 1 VI Ap^ 2p^ ^ 4 p * ( % ) 3 d "^ Dj^  
200.711 3 490229 3 
201.720 5 495663 5 
^ 2 , 6 7 5 10 493401 & V l l l 4p^ % l | - Ap^^ %^ 
203.252 2 492000 2 
203.492 12 491420 6 V l i l 4p^ % / 2 * *^^^* % / 2 
203.704 20 490908 7 V l l l 4p^ "^^3/2*" ^**^^® '^'^5/2 
204.220 15 489668 6 V l l l 4p^ ^^3 /2* *** '^^ * ^ % / 2 
:a>4.799 23 488284 7 V 4p^ %^ - 4 p % » ( ^ P ^ j^ t « 
205.589 5 486407 4 IX 4p^ ^S^^ - 4p5»{3/2,H)j|, 
205.908 5 485654 4 VI I I 4p^ ^ % / 2 " ^**^^® ^ 3 / 2 
206.535 10 484179 6 VII I Ap^ ^^$/2' ^^^^^ ^^H 
206.656 18 483896 7 V I I I 4p^ ^^S/S* ^'^^^* % / 2 
206.778 18 463610 7 VI I I 4p^ ^ S / 2 * ^^^^^ *'3/2 
209.876 25 476472 7 V 4p^ % - 4p^5ii ^^-j^ «C 
210.038 1 476 J04 
GOrJTy. 
,0 
211.178 15 473534 7 VI I I 4p^ ^ / ^ * ^^^^^ ^ \ 
211.322 m 473211 3 VII2 A^^ \ / ^ * ^P^^» % / 2 
211.346 24 473158 8 V 4p** \ - "^P^^^^^^S/zU *^ 
212.993 4 469499 1 
213.925 22 467454 7 V l i l 4p^ % ^ / 2 - Al^H% ^ 3 / 2 
214,537 8 466120 5 VXi 4p^ % 2 " 4p^5«(^i '3/2) 3 
214.626 20 465927 6 V l l l 4p^ ^H/2 " ^^^^ '^^^ 
214.716 1 465731 1 
216.312 25 462295 8 V 4p^ % - 4p^5«t % ^ 
216.461 15 461977 6 V l l l 4p^ ^H/'f ^^^^ *^*5/2 
217.055 3 460713 3 
217.175 5 460458 4 V l l l 4p® ^^%/% " ^^^^* ^^Z/2 
217.812 2 459112 1 
217.877 15 458975 7 VIII 4p^ ^ P ^ ^ - 4p%ft ^Dg/ j 
218.319 5 458045 3 VII 4p* ^^2 * ^P^^» ^^ **!$ U 
218.716 10 457214 6 VI l I 4p^ ^P^^ « 4p^5« ^ D y g 
218.980 3 456663 2 VII 4p^ % • ' * P ^ » ^ % / 2 U 




220.960 i 3 4S25n 7 Vll 4p^ ^^^ * ^P^^^^^^'sA^ 
22 i . 0 i2 2 452464 i 
221.470 3 451528 3 




















































¥ I i 
VIXI 
Vl l 
















^ 3 / 2 
- 4p"5s ^^/z 
- 4p%si^i*j^)j,^ 
- 4p^5«(^i»lj}j^ 
- 4 p % » ( \ / 2 ) 2 
. 4p%»(^i*j^)0 
- 4p^a« ^Pj^ 
• 4 p % « « % / 2 ) ^ 






227.025 4 440480 2 
227.512 24 439537 9 VII 4p^ ^^ ' ^^^^^^^^^/sH **^  
227,815 12 438953 8 VII 4p* h^ - 4ph»{^i>^y2^ ^ m 
CONTD. 
82 
236.282 18 423223 e VI 4p* 2p^^^ . 4pS»(\5i^ 
236,687 1 42249^ i 
23T»542 2 420978 i 
m 
m 
230.009 18 434766 9 VII 4p* ^ ^ " ^P^^»^^^3/ii^ 2 
230,981 I 432936 1 
231.722 2 431332 1 
232.088 10 430071 6 VII 4p* h^ • 4ph%i^Pt^) ^ 
232.746 a 429653 6 VII 4p^ ^»>^ - *^^^^^ ' ^5 /^^2 ^ 
233.067 2 429061 1 
233.345 1 4285S0 1 
234.262 2 426872 1 
234.732 1 426018 1 
235,235 1 425107 1 
235.485 1 424656 1 
236.057 1 423627 1 
m 
236.820 8 422262 6 Vli 4p^ \ - Aphmi^O^^) j^ SC 
237.080 2 421799 1 
237.381 13 421264 8 VII 4p* %»^ ^ 4ph»{^li^^ 





237.64X 1 43)803 
238.239 1 419747 
238.296 2 419646 













Vl l dp 2 • C S j / j ) ^ W 
t^G 240.366 18 416032 8 VII 4p^ \ - '*SJ%«(%/2>2 
240.77S 10 415320 4 
240.825 1 415239 1 
241.161 3 414661 2 
242.260 2 412780 1 
242,351 2 412625 1 
242.510 6 41235^ 6 Vi l 4p^ % 2 " ^P^^* ^ ^ % / 2 ^ 3 
242,553 8 412231 & VIX 4p'* %^ - "*P^»» ^^*'3/2^ 1 *^ 
242.844 1 411707 1 
243.112 1 411333 1 
243.470 2 410728 1 
243.666 2 410398 1 
CONTO. 
84 
244,077 1 409707 I 
244.529 A 408949 1 
244.634 13 408774 9 VII Ap^ % ^ • 4p^&« <^®3/2^2 ^ 
244.785 i 408522 I 
244,895 4 408338 2 
245,033 5 408108 2 
245.160 1 407897 1 
245.317 a 407636 5 VIl 4j>* ^D^ ^ ^^^^*^^H/^ I ^ 
245.342 18 407594 6 VXl 4p^ % « - 4p^5» C^B^ / Jo ^ 
245.409 4 407483 2 
245.670 2 407050 1 
245.036 1 406775 1 
246.131 1 406209 1 
246.414 9 405821 7 VII 4p^ % 0 • 4 p % t i^^^/^ ^ 
247.023 10 404821 6 VII 4p^ ®Pj^  - 4p^5$ ^^^3/2^1 
247.510 2 404024 1 
249.322 3 401088 1 VII 4p* \ - 4 p % » C % g ) j l ^ 
250.630 2 398995 1 
250.835 3 398589 1 


























































^ 3 / 2 " 





4 p * 5 s < \ ) 3 / 2 
4pS»{ ^ 2 ) ^ / 2 
4p^C^P)4d - j^i^  
4pS»(%^)g 
4p^C^»04d %»^  
m 
262.009 3 381330 1 
262.161 3 301443 2 VIII ik^ *^3/2" 4p^ ^ ^ H d % / 2 
^ V 2 - ^P^^^S)4d 20^/2 









































»c %^ . 4pS«(%2)3/2 
'^^3/2- '•^^ ^^^^ \ 
3^2 * 4p4d %3 
CONTD. 
5 r^ o 
2 ^ , 4 3 6 2 3t25H2 X 
268*522 3 372409 3 
2*^.248 
269.445 


















































































\ - 4pH^¥]44 %!_ W 
%/jg.4/5t(%3}3/2 m 















































































IX 4p^ h>2 - 4|>4<i hj^ 
VI 4|»^ ^P^ - 4 f > S i i % ) j | ££ 
VII 4p^ i^>2 - 4p^C^Sl4d % 2 d 
CONTD. 
88 
2T8.728 aa 358773 6 VI I l 4p3 \ / 2 - 4p2(^i ' )4d ^ ^ / ^ 
279.100 22 358295 9 VXIl Aj»^ ^^3/2 * *'*^^^^^*^ % / 2 
279.186 22 358184 6 IX Ap'^ h^ - 4p4<l %^ 
279.211 20 3S8152 5 VX 4p^ % 3 / 2 - 4 p ^ ( % ) 4 d ^ 3 / 2 
279.469 i0 357021 9 VIX 4p^ ^ j * ^ - 4p^{^0)4cl h^ 
279.519 6 357757 3 
279,699 5 i57527 3 
279.938 20 357222 9 V l l i 4p^ % j ^ - 4 p ^ ( % ) 4 d ^Og/^ 
280.054 7 357074 4 
280.176 5 356919 3 
280.299 4 356762 3 
280,390 9 356646 4 
280.506 1 356499 2 
280.599 10 356380 4 
280.770 1 356163 1 
2 ^ . 9 0 8 24 355988 8 IX 4p^ % 2 - 4p4d ^F^ 
281.041 2 355820 1 
281.123 18 355716 6 IX 4p2 ^^ . 4p4d \ ^ 

































^ 3 / ^ -
^*'i^ -
4p4d ^B^ 
4 p ^ ( % ) 4 d ^P^ 
4 p 2 i % ) 4 d %>jg 
4pS«i^Pj^3/2 
282.594 6 393365 4 
2aa .836 16 353562 9 VXII 4p^ ^^3/2' ^P^^^^54d *Pj^ 
282.912 3 353467 3 
283.025 5 353326 6 
283.142 24 353100 11 VIl 4p^ h>^ - 4p^{20)4d ^ 3 
283.405 25 352852 11 VII 4p^ h^ - 4 p ^ ( % ) 4 d ^ 3 
283.481 6 352757 3 
263.612 14 352594 4 
89 
283.671 e 352521 8 VXII 4p^ ^ % / 2 ~ ^l>^t^^)4d ^ / ^ 
263.815 16 352342 10 VII 4p^ \ - 4p^(*S)4d ^0^ 
284.107 6 351980 
284.226 6 351033 
284.259 3 351792 




284.444 i 5 3Sia63 3 IX 4p^ ^^^ - 4p4d \ 
284.472 7 35152S 5 
284.619 i 6 351347 10 VIX 4p^ ^ ^ - 4p3(*S)4d ^ 0 ^ 






































V l l i 
IX 






^°3 /2 • 
*^ 2 




4 p ^ i % ) 4 a ^ p 3 / 2 
4p4d D^ 
286.295 2 349290 
286.398 3 349164 
286.484 4 349060 
286.561 2 348966 
286.628 3 346384 
286.724 2 348767 
CONTD. 
91 


















































\ / 2 -
2p 
*^3/2 
^ 2 " 
\ / 2 -




4 p ^ ( % ) 4 d ^03/2 
4p^C%34d %i^ 
287.749 2 347525 2 
287.8S8 4 347394 6 
287.958 2 347273 2 
288.073 3 347134 3 
288.182 2 347003 2 
288.323 22 346833 10 V I I 4?"* ^Pg - 4p^(%)4d **^2 
288,381 2 346763 1 
288.494 22 346628 11 V l l 4p^ h^ - 4p^^'*44d ^Dj d 
288.632 6 346462 7 
CONTD. 
92 
380.729 . 15 346346 10 VI 4p* ^^Z/2 " ^l*^^^^)*<* ^^Jg ^ 
288.84A 1 346211 1 
2d«.929 2 346i06 3 VII 4p^ % 2 * 4 p ^ ( % ) 4 d h^ 
289.003 4 346017 3 
289.201 3 345780 4 
269.229 3 345747 3 
2S9.3S2 3 345564 3 
3 9 . 5 4 6 2 345368 1 
^ 9 . 6 0 6 16 345297 11 Vl l I 4p^ ^^3/2 * ^P^^^^^ ^^^/2 
289.701 12 345183 9 VII I 4p^ ^D^/^ • 4p^ (%)4d ^D^/^ 
289,755 5 345119 3 
289.844 5 345013 3 
289*917 7 344926 7 
289.979 6 344853 6 
290.115 3 344691 3 
290,188 6 344604 7 
290,439 7 344306 8 
290.532 22 344196 11 VII 4p'* h^ - 4p^(2D)4d ^D^ 
290.642 5 344066 4 
COHTD* 
93 
290.844 24 343827 i l VXl 4p^ \ - 4pH^D)4ii h^ 
290.947 25 343705 JLi VI 4p^ ^ ^ 3 / 2 " 4p*C^F)4<i \ y ^ 
292.643 3 34l7i3 3 
291.132 3 343487 2 
291.159 2 343455 1 
291.210 5 343395 4 
291.269 8 343325 3 IX 4p^ % ^ - 4p4a h^ 
291.290 6 343300 4 
291 .411 4 343158 4 
291.493 3 343561 2 
291,516 3 343t)34 5 
291.573 8 342967 3 
291.801 22 342699 11 VII 4?"* ^P^ - 4pH^D)4d \ 
291.917 24 342563 11 VI 4p^ % ^ - 4p*(%54d ^Og/g C 
292.194 20 342238 11 V 4p^ \ • 4p^5»(%jg ) ^^  
292.313 15 342D99 10 
292.383 4 342017 3 
292.432 2 341901 2 
292.565 16 341804 10 VII 4p* % Q - 4p '^(%)4d h^^ d 




292.796 4 341535 7 
292.861 2 341459 3 
293.229 18 341030 10 VII Ap^ \ • 4pHM46 h^ 
293.335 8 340907 2 XX 4p^ %2 * ^^^^ ^ 2 
293.421 IS .340807 10 VII 4p^ h^ • 4p^(%)4d ^l»^ 
293. &56 iO 340651 9 VIl l 4p^ ^Pj^ • 4p^(%)4d ^Fg/g 
293.699 2 340483 2 
293,804 2 340363 2 
293.899 2 340253 2 
293,934 4 340212 4 
294.033 3 340098 6 
294.110 3 340009 6 
294.2S0 2 3^847 2 
294.393 22 339682 11 VI Ap^ ^^^/2 * 4p^i%)4d ^P^^g 
294.721 20 339304 6 
294.796 4 339218 3 
294.931 2 ,139062 2 
295.033 4 338945 4 
295.161 3 338798 3 
COHTD. 
95 
295.206 5 'i3©747 3 
295.267 2 33tf677 1 
295.363 2 338566 3 
295.765 3 338106 3 
296.101 4 337723 3 VII 4p^ %2 - 4p^(*S)4d \ ^ 
296.107 3 337625 3 
296*336 3 337455 3 
296.367 2 337419 2 
296,403 2 337379 1 
296,471 1 3373D1 1 
296.559 1 337201 1 
296,686 1 337057 1 
296,871 3 336347 4 
297.033 3 336663 4 
297.133 1 336530 1 
297,161 4 336495 3 
297.309 7 336350 6 
297.392 4 336257 3 
297.480 3 336157 2 
297.502 3 336132 5 
CONTD. 
S6 
































298,290 3 335289 1 
290.326 4 335204 3 
298*459 2 335054 2 
298.540 8 334963 6 
298.613 5 334^82 3 
298.779 18 334696 10 VI 4p^ ^^^^ . 4p '*(%4d \^^ 
299.036 4 334408 3 
299.144 2 334287 1 
299.212 5 334211 5 
299.348 2 334059 2 
299.434 3 333963 3 
299.520 4 333868 3 
299.674 2 333696 1 
299.886 3 333460 1 
CONTD. 
97 
299.886 3 333460 I 
299.980 3 3333S6 3 
300.laS 2 333i6l 2 
300.301 15 332999 7 VII 4p* ^ 2 • 4p^(*S)4d ^ j 
300.399 3 132891 3 
300.503 4 332775 3 
300.607 12 332660 8 V I I 4p^ %Q - 4p®C%)4d h^ 
300.674 2 332586 1 
300.779 4 332470 8 VII I 4p^ ^03/g - 4 p ^ C % 4 d ^03 /2 
300.8S2 2 332389 3 
30O.9SO 2 332281 3 
300.973 4 332256 3 
301.096 4 332130 3 
301.189 8 332017 8 V l l I 4p^ % 3 / 2 - 4 p 2 ( % ) 4 d %j j 
s a l t 267 2 331931 1 
301.373 2 331815 1 
301.506 15 ,131668 9 Vl l 4p^ ^ ^ - 4p^(20)4<i h^ 4 
301.646 3 331514 3 
301.725 10 331428 8 VIII 4p^ ^Fg/^ - 4p^i^D)4d ^Pg /^ 
CONTD. 
c b d 
301.963 5 331166 5 
302.048 2 331073 1 
302.100 10 33Ji016 8 VIII 4p^ ^9^ - 4p^(^D)4d %*j^ 
302.390 17 330743 10 VI 4p^ ^^ • 4p*l%)4<i %|^ to 
302.512 2 33056S 2 
302.662 4 330402 6 VIII 4p^ ^H/Z' ^P^^^^^'*^ ^^J^ 
302.774 1& 330279 9 VII 4p^ ^P^ . 4p^C^B)4d h^ 
302.910 16 330131 9 VII 4p* h^ • 4 p ^ ( % 4 d h^ 
303.030 2 330000 1 
^3 .136 3 32988S 2 
303.236 15 329776 4 IX 4p^ h^ • 4p4d %2 
X3.909 9 329046 4 IX 4p^ ^p^ * **P*«* ^^Z 
304.0 aO 20 328937 10 V 4p* %Q - 4p^4d h^ m 
304.148 4 320787 3 
304.534 5 ,128371 6 
304.623 iM 32827a 9 VII 4p^ ^P^ * 4p^{2p)4d %^ 4 
304.815 4 32806S 5 
























































































3 / ^ 
5/2 
4p4d ^D^ 
4p^(^D)4d ^ ^ 
4p^C^P)4cl ^^3/2 




307.446 4 325260 6 VIl l 4p^ ^Pj^ - 4p2(%)4<J ^Dg^^ 
X7.756 3 324933 3 
307,895 4 324786 5 
307.976 6 324701 8 VIIJ 4p^ ^H/2 " ^P^^^^^^^ ^^^ 
308.343 5 324314 6 
308.494 3 324155 3 
308.568 10 324078 7 VI 4p^ ^P^ - 4 p ^ t % 4 d ^Pg/g ME 
308.632 a 324010 2 
308.748 3 323839 3 
308.318 3 323315 2 
300.920 6 323708 2 VII 4p* ^^ • 4p3C^P)4<i ^ ^ 
308.948 4 323679 3 
309.028 7 323595 5 
309.134 5 323484 4 
309.175 2 323441 1 
309.204 3 323411 3 
309.222 2 323392 1 
309.372 2 323235 2 
309.427 2 :^3178 1 
310.028 1 322552 1 
3iO.i03 4 ^2474 4 
CONTD. 
101 
310.167 5 322407 9 \ a i 4p* \ - 4p^(2|>)4d h^ 
310.40S 2 322160 5 VI I I 4p^ ^^3 /2* *P^^^P>-*«* % / 2 
310.561 1 321998 2 
310»656 1 321399 2 
>3 2e ^ _ ii-»2/ If 310.753 2 321799 3 V I H 4p ' ' ^^/^^ 4p'*(*D)4d *Pj^ 
310.938 4 321608 4 
311,180 2 321367 1 
311.255 3 321280 4 
311.334 3 321196 3 
311,539 4 3!^991 3 
311.803 4 320715 5 
311.885 3 320631 4 
312.401 Id 320101 8 IX 4p^ %2 - 4p4d h^ 
312.532 2 319916 3 
312. b43 2 319854 1 
312.732 2 319763 1 
312,828 2 319664 1 Vl l 4p^ h^ - 4p^(2D)4d h^ 
312.911 2 319580 1 
312,982 2 319507 2 
COHTD. 
102 
313. i&2 i7 3i9334 ^ VI 4p^ ^ ^ ^ 2 * '***^^ ^^ ^^ *^ ^ % / 2 * 
3X3.393 16 3X9088 9 VI 4p^ ^ y - 4p^{%)4di ^Sj^ b 
313.794 15 318680 9 VII 4p^ h^ - 4p^(^P)4«J % j ^ 
313.96a 3 318510 5 VIII 4p^ ^^Z/2 " *P^t%)4d ^D^/g 
314,335 4 318132 S 
314.429 16 31803T 9 Vil 4p^ ^D^ - ^pH%)A4 h^ 
314,473 3 317992 1 
314.566 5 31789a 6 
314,638 2 317826 a 
314.709 2 317754 1 
314,743 2 317720 2 
314.776 3 317686 3 
31^.313 3 31714S 3 
31&.414 2 317044 1 
315#403 2 ' "316974 1 
315,521 4 316936 2 
315.664 3 316793 3 
315.804 6 316652 7 VII 4p^ ^ 2 * 4p^(^0)4d ^S^ 
315.083 7 316573 7 VII 4p* h^ - 4p^{2p)4d \ ^ 
COHTD. 
1C3 
315.974 S 3X6482 8 VHI 4p^ ^S^^^ - ^P^^^^*«* * S / 2 
316. i89 2 316267 1 
316.713 9 315743 





















3 i a . 2 6 l 2 314208 1 
311^.468 3 314003 2 
318,741 3 313734 3 
318.821 6 313656 5 
319.148 2 313334 1 
319.186 4 313297 4 
319.316 2 313169 1 
319,466 4 313022 2 
319. K)4 3 312985 2 
319.572 3 312919 3 








: ^1 .394 























320.248 12 312258 7 VlIX 4p* 
311985 Vi l 4p' 
325.269 10 307438 8 
325.471 4 307247 4 
4 
311356 6 VI I I 4p* 
311145 
311009 
310162 8 VII 4p^ 
309912 6 V l l l 4p^ 










4p2(3p)4d 4 p ^ ^ 
2p 














































































































- 4p2(%)4d ^Pj^ 
- 4p4d T)« 
- 4p^i2p)4d \ ^ 
- 4p^l \ ) 4d % 3 ^ 
- 4p4cr %3 
- 4p^t%)4d ^Pj^  
• 484p'^ h 
- 4p*i^S)4d % 3 / 2 C 
- - . . 
- 4p^(^fc')4d %j^ 
- 4p^t^i')4d ^Pg d 
330.523 2 302551 1 















































% . 4p2i%)4d ^jj 
%^ • 4pH^S>)4d %3 
VI 4p^  % 3 ^ - 4pH h) 44 \ / 2 
334.233 2 299191 2 
334,543 5 298915 3 
334.635 5 298833 2 13t 4p^ ^i?2 - 4p4d ^ ^ 
334.684 2 2987a9 1 " 
335.083 5 298434 2 VIX 4p^ ^P^ - 4p^C^PUd h>^ 
335.234 2 298299 1 
335.746 2 297844 1 
335,895 2 297712 1 




336.330 2 29T327 i Vi l 4p^ ^P^ - 4p%%)4d ^O^ 
337.062 9 296681 6 
337.226 7 296537 5 VH 4p* ^0« • 4 |?3t^)4d ^F 2 
337.667 2 296150 2 
337.934 2 29S916 2 
%4 Xn _ jtn3t 2i; 338 .7 ia 8 29523i 5 VII 4?** \ - 4p'^i'*P54d '*F3 d 
339.08 i 4 294915 4 
339.208 3 294804 3 
339.661 2 2944 i l I 
339.766 3 294320 2 
340.444 6 293734 2 
340.688 3 293524 2 
340.916 2 293327 1 VIII 4p^ ^^^/2 ' - ^ P ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^%/2 
341.009 2 293247 1 
341.594 8 292745 2 IX 4*^4^2 3^ ^ 4«4p^ h . 
342,167 4 292255 4 VIII 4p3 ^ ^ ^ ^ . 4p^C^>4d %^ 
342.aeO 3 291647 3 
343.043 7 291509 4 Vll 4p^ h^ - 4p^i^P)4d ^Pj^  
344.223 2 290909 1 
346.481 2 288616 1 Vll 4p^ hr, - 4p^i^P)4d ^0^ 
346.898 2 2d8269 1 VII 4p* \ - 4p^t2D)4d h^ 
CONTD. 
1 '"8 
347.152 8 288056 4 VII 4p'* \ - 4 p ^ ( % ) 4 d ^ 3 
347.487 2 287781 2 
347.759 3 287555 4 V l l i 4p^ ^^ti/2 " ^P^^^**^^«* ^\/2 
347.909 2 287431 1 
348.237 7 287144 6 VI 4p^ ^ 3 / 2 - 4p^(%)4<l ^F^/jj Eg 
343*669 2 286789 1 
349.376 3 266225 1 
349.737 4 285929 1 
349.884 4 285809 1 
350.157 2 285586 1 
390.210 6 285536 5 VII 4p* ^F^ * 4p^i^D)4dl h^ 
351.110 6 284811 5 Vll 4p^ ^D^ . 4p^C^F)4d ^D^ 



















7 VI 4p^ % 3 / 2 - 4p^C^D)4di ^D^/2 EE 
2 
4 VII 4p* ^ 2 - 4p^(2o)4d ^D^ 
COMTD. 
1C9 
354.145 B 282370 i IX 4s^4p2 ^^^ - 4s4p^ % ^ 
354.259 2 ?82279 2 
354.544 3 282052 2 
355. a 19 4 281042 2 
356.239 2 280710 2 
356.431 1 280559 2 
356.526 1 280484 1 
356,871 1 280213 7 
356.096 5 280194 2 
357.258 1 279910 2 
357.406 2 279794 2 V l i i 4p^ ^^^/2 " 4|>^i^^)*«l ^i?3/2 
357.545 1 279685 2 
357.591 1 279649 4 
357.758 1 .279519 1 
357.829 1 279463 1 VI 4p^ ^^3/2 " ^P^^^^^^ ^Z/% *^* 
358.234 2 279147 1 
358.411 2 279009 1 
358.754 14 270743 6 VI 4p^ % 3 / 2 - 4p^(%)4<l *P^/2 ^^ 











































































































- 4p^(%4<J ^Dg/j 
' 
-4p^(3.)4.V2 
. 4p*(%)4d \y^ 
• 4p^4d ^D. 
* 4p^(%)4d ^Fj^yg 
• 4p'*i%)4d "^Fg/^ 
- 4s4p"^ ^S, 









371, e09 2 266955 2 
371.930 5 268868 4 VII 4p^ ^P^ - 4p^(^D)4d %^ 
372. J03 1 266743 1 
372*545 2 268424 1 
372.696 6 268315 4 
373.236 1 267927 2 
.5 2c . .^ . >,^4/lt 375.554 2 266273 2 VI 4p^ ^V^2* ^P^^^ '*^* **!$ ^^ 
375.82[> 3 26^S5 2 
375,949 3 265994 2 
376.442 2 265645 2 
37a. 317 12 264329 2 IX 4«^4p^ h^ - 484p^ h^ 
378.355 2 264302 2 
379.005 5 26:^49 2 VI 4p^ ^^y, ' 4p^i%)4d ^P, 1^  - •»F I t^ i*»« --a/a 
379,078 6 263798 3 
379.219 7 263700 5 
379.669 15 263387 3 IX 4$^4p^ %2 - 4s4p^ ^S^ 
381.669 1 262007 1 
383.331 4 260871 2 VII 4p* h^ - 4p^(^D)4d h^ 




3g4. X26 2 260331 1 
3a4.i76 2 260297 I 
304.964 12 259765 2 
: ^5 .054 3 259704 2 
386.014 10 259058 5 VI 4p^ % j ^ • 4|>^(%)4d ^D^yt^ 
386*334 2 258843 1 ViX 4^** h^ - 4p^(%)4d % ^ 
3S7.037 2 258373 1 Vl i 4p^ ^^2 - 4p^(^D)4d h^ 
387,737 2 237907 1 
3ti8.337 3 257308 1 
3 i9 ,372 5 256li24 2 
389.630 6 256654 2 
££ 
389.888 3 256484 2 VI 4p^ ^u - 4 p * ( % ) 4 d ^9y^ EE 
389.975 1 256427 1 
-390.750. . 1 255918 2 
391.103 6 255687 2 VI 4p* ^Pu "- ' 4 p ^ r % 4 a ^ F ^ 7 « - --EE J5 • <*p v r ^ ^ a ^3/2" 
392.270 1 254926 1 
392.935 1 254498 1 
393.402 1 254193 1 




393.840 i 2S39aO 2 
394,233 3 253657 i 
394.37? 6 253564 2 
394.567 2 253442 2 
395,982 2 252537 I 
396*365 2 252293 1 
398,101 1 251193 1 
398.255 1 251127 1 
390,370 B 251023 2 
39b. 929 1 250671 2 VI 4p^ ^i»^ - 4 p ^ ( % 4 d %|. 
399.7^2 3 ^50136 3 
399.980 3 2^)013 3 VI 4p^ ^*'3/2* ^P^^^^'^^c' ^»3/2 
400.076 2 249953 3 
400.304 3 249810 3 
400.732 2 249543 1 
401.400 1 249128 3 
401.714 7 248933 3 VI 4i>^ ^P^ - 4|»^(^l'54d \ y ^ h 
402.825 3 248247 3 
403.998 2 247526 1 























3 246934 3 
6 246005 4 
5 245609 2 IX 
4 245401 3 
6 245275 2 
7 243704 3 
12 243558 5 
2 243472 2 
2 243326 3 










2 2 %o • <B4P^ ^0. 
V 4p^ %Q - 4p^4d \^ m 
CONTD. 
115 
422.069 3 236928 
422.766 3 236537 
433.776 X 235974 
423.827 3 235945 
429^037 X 2330^ 
429.211 I 232906 
429.531 4 232812 
429.905 i 232610 
431.784 3 231597 
•«».n>i»iWi*i» mm"'mM»'im"»nmmtmi 
PR P«ui and Rent« (1939) 
m Chaghtat (1970) 
Ak Alexander ^ t el* (1971) 
hii a«ad«r « t a l . (1972) 
EE i:kb«rg ©t 41. (1972) 
« Paul «nd a«n$« (l939)j designation revised by Cheghtal (1970). 
b PeuX &nti Renee (1939)| designation zevlced by ikbesg et «1.(1972). 
c Chaghtal (l970)j designation revised by fckberg et al, (1972). 
d Chaghtal (l970)i designation revised In the present «fork. 
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160.02& 


























176.097 2 567869 1 













































4 p 5 i ( l / 2 
4p5« i3 /2 
4p5«(1 /2 







4p^ ^ « - 4 p 5 » ( l / 2 . ^ 







3 / 2 -
4 p % . % ^ 2 
4p%s ^0^^^ 
4P%S \ y ^ 
4p%» ^0^/2 
iQ - 4p5t(3/2 ,J^ 





4p25t ^ P ^ 2 
4p^5» ^ l i^g 






l l V 
ISO.542 

















































































V I I I 
XX 
IX 




V i l l 
V I l l 
V I I I 
vm 
V I I I 
IX 




4 p ^ 




4 p * 
4p^ 
4p^ 
4 p 3 
4 p ^ 
4 P * _ 
4 p * 
4 p * 
4 p * 
4 p ^ 
^ 3 / 2 
\ 
\ / 2 
V2 
\M 





\ / 2 
^^'iS 







- 4p^St *?K 
- '»P^9»<**'3/2>2 
. 4 p = 5 . 21-3/2 
• 4p^5« i?j^ 
- 4p^5f ^^^/2 
. 4 p ^ 5 t ^ 3 / 2 
• 4 p % « ( % j ^ ) ^ 
- 4 p % l ^ 0 3 / 2 
- 4 p % » % g / 2 
- 4 p % » ( 2 ^ 3 / 2 ) 2 
- 4p25« ^ ^ 3 / 2 
• 4p 54 ^ 3 / 2 
- 4 p % 8 *Fj^ 
- 4p\%(^»^ )j. 
- - ^ ^ ^ • ^ > 5 / 2 ^ 2 
. 4 p % 4 ( ^ j ^ ) ^ 
. 4 p 3 5 4 ( ^ 3 / 2 ) ^ 
- 4p%t{%j^ )Q 









































































































































% - 4 p ^ 5 t { % / 2 ) 3 
\ • 4 p % , { % 3 / ^ ) 2 
% • 4 p % t l 2 0 ^ 2 ) 2 
\ - 4p^5»(%jg5^ 
\ - 4 p » 5 8 ( \ / 2 ) 2 
\ ^4ph.i\y^)^ 
S -4p^5.C%3/2}^ 
^^ 1 - ^l»^^«^S/2^2 
\ • 4 p % « ( ' ^ S 3 / 2 ) , 
S •^P^»»<\/2^2 
\ - 4 p % . ( 2 p 3 / 2 ) j ^ 
S -^ j^ ^^^^S/^ U 
3P2 . 4p%i(^S3/2)2 
S -4p35*(^D3/j^^ 
%2-.-4p?5«t\ /2)^. . . 
\ - ^ P ^ S « C % / 2 ) i 
S •4p35.(%/2)^ 
3p^ - 4 p 3 5 t ( % ^ ) 2 
\ / 2 - 4 p 2 ( i s ) 4 d \ / 2 




















































































































\ 0 4p4cl "^ D^  
























5 / 2 - ^P t^^ *'^ -*** ^^7/2 
• 4p4d t*, 
^3/2- ^P^^^**54d 2 D ^ 2 
>^  . 4p4d ^Dg 
- 4p^(*ii) 4<i ^ 3 
• 4p^(2D)4d ^Fg 
- 4p^(^SUd H^ 
3 / 2 - 4p2(%)4d ^Pj^ 
^ . 4p4<S % 
• 4p4<i i^*^ 
- 4p3(%)4d ^D^ 
4p^ ^ 2 • ^9^^ ^^3 
'0, 5 /2 ' 
^3/2" 
4p*C-PJ4d *F5/2 





256.iJ3J^ 6 386342 A VIXI 4p^ \ - 4p^C^&)4d %g 
259.347 B 385584 1 VIII 4p^ %2 - 4p^(V,4d h^ 
259.476 16 385392 3 IX 4^^ % / 2 ' ^*>^i^)^<* ^^3/2 
259.«>94 10 335069 3 X 4p^ ^P^ - 4p4d ^PQ 
259.066 19 34814 4 VllI 4p* %2 • 4p^C%4d %>^  
260.234 20 34270 3 IX Ap^ ^ ^ 3 / 2 ' ^P^^^»^^<* ^^3/2 
X 4p2 ^ g • 4p4d ^0^ 
260,463 22 ;^3932 3 Vl l I 4p^ %^ • 4p3(%54cJ %^ 
260.658 203 383644 2 IX 4p^ ^ 3 / 2 * ^P^^^^^^^ ^ % / 2 
IX 4p^ ^^3/2* ^P^^^^54d % j ^ 
260.795 22 383443 2 X 4p^ %2 " ' *^^ *^^ 3 
26A. 113 16 382976 2 VIIl 4p^ ^P^ * ^P^^^^ ^^X 
261.289 7 382718 1 iX 4p3 ^ 3 / 2 * " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 5 ^ ^^3/2 
261*467 20 382457 2 VIII 4p^ ^^g - 4p®C%)4d ^Og 
262.325 15 381207 1 X 4?^ ^^^ ~ - 4p4d ^Pg 
262.761 11 380574 2 IX 4p^ ^^3/2* "^P^^^^"^ ^^6/2 
263.239 20 379883 2 VIl l 4p* ^ j ^ - 4p^C2o)4d %Q 
263.426 7 379613 2 IX 4p^ % / 2 * ^l>^i^»^^«* % / 2 




265. i60 m 
266.4&i 
266.600 
267.033 l i 
268.315 12 
270.017 18 
2 ^ . 0 9 2 
271.432 


























370244 2 V l l l 4p 4 
4p' 
270.609 12 369537 2 V U l 4p* 
VIII 4p 
368416 3 VXII 4p 4 





273.111 16 366151 3 V l l l 4p* 
3»>^ - 4p^(^0)4<J ^P^ 
%^ • 4p4ci ^i^j^ 
^ 2 - 4p (^*S)4d %j^  
% - 4p®(^ D)4d %3/2 
^^ 2 - 4p4«i h^ 
\ - 4p^C^D)4<l h^ 
\^^^4pHh)44 \ y ^ 
%^ - 4p^i%>4d %2 
%2 • 4p®(^S)4<i %2 
%Q - 4 p ^ ( % 4 d %^ 
^^2 ^ 4p3{2p)4d \ 
i^Q * 4p4d h^ 
%2 - 4p4d ^^^ 
^i*j^ • 4p4d % 2 
%^ - ' 4p^(^D)4d %^ 
V l l l 4p* ^P^ * 4p^(2p54d ^ , 




275»2a5 7 363339 2 VIIX Af/^ \ *4pH%)4d ^P^ 
275.617 16 362822 2 IX 4p^ ^^3/2* J^*^ ^^ '^ ^^ ** % 
275.797 18 362586 3 IX V ^^3/3- *P^< ^ ^^  *<* % / 2 
277*386 4 360908 2 IX 4p^ %/5^- ^P^*^^^^** '^ ^^ SA 
277.686 13 360119 2 VIII 4p* \ - 4|>3(%Ud %2 
278.069 6 359623 2 X 4p^ \ - 4p4d ^ 3 
278.349 1 359261 I VIII 4p^ \ - 4p3C^PUd % 
278.743 4 358753 1 IK 4p^ \ / ^ ' 4pHh)4d \ 
279.198 10 358168 2 X 4p^ %2 ^ ^**^ \ 
279.856 2 357327 1 X 4p^ %2 " ******* ^^1 
281.143 2 355691 1 IX 4p3 % / 2 ' - P^^ ^^ **5^ <* % / 2 
281.592 1 355124 1 VllI 4p* \ - 4p^(^0)4d % 
281.920 18 354711 2 VIII 4p* %2 " *P^ ^^ «*>*<* ^^1 
282.007 12 353598 3 VIII 4p* \ - 4p^(%4<J %j^ 
283.528 2 352699 1 IX 4p^ ^^^2" ^P^^^"^^^^ ^ \ 
284.275 13 351772 3 VIII 4p* \ - 4pHh)A<i %^ 
284.889 18 351014 2 VIII 4p* h^ - Ap^fy)46 \ 
285.789 4 349909 3 IX Ap^ % / 2 - *P^ ^^ **>^ <* \ / 2 
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V l l l 
IX 
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4p^(%)4d S 3 / 2 
4p^(2p)4d %2 




4p^(%54d % , 
4p^(%)4d ^0^ 
4p^(^P)4d %2 
'2 - 4p4d %3 
4p^ ^ j ^ - 4p^{%)4d %^ b 
4p* %2 • 4p^(^P)4d %3 
4p* % 2 - 4p^(^D)4d %3 
4p* %„ - 4p^(^P)4d %^ 
% 
0 - 4p4d ^D^ 






313,306 2 319177 1 IX 
314.579 1 317883 2 VIII 
316.054 1 316402 1 VIII 
317.717 4 314746 1 VIII 
320.479 2 321033 1 IX 
320.9:8> 1 311604 1 
322.684 5 309901 2 








301071 2 VIII 
300210 1 VIII 
293805 4 
290257 3 VIl l 
344.763 10 290038 4 VIXI 
286071 1 
285265 3 










4»^4p^ ^ ^ 
4p^ %Q 
4p^ -^ Dg 
4l^4p^ %2 
4»^4p^ %2 
- 4p^(%)4iJ ^03/2 
- 4p^(^D)4d %2 
- 4p^l^?)4a ^^2 
• 4p^l^C)4d ^0^ 
• 4p^(%)4d ^0^/2 
-• 4p4d %3 
• 4e4p^ V ^ 
• 4p4<l ^Fg 
- 4p^C%)4d %2 
• 4p*^(%4d %^ 
- 4»4p^ i>i 
* 4p^(%)4d %j^ 
* 4p^(2D)4d %3 
. 4«4p^ ^ 1 
- 4«4p^ h^ 
• Ch«9ht«l (1970,1971) 
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Coupling Conditions and Level Structure 
of the %p*-Configurations ('). 
M. S. Z. CHAGHTAI (**) and K. EAHIMULLAH 
Physios Department, Muslim University - Aligarh 
(rioevuto il 31 Gennaio 1973) 
TV^.-^N 
Summary. — An up-to-date picture of the known ^*-oonflgurations is pre-
sented by plotting the reduced energy E against !?"= ^/(5F^ + C) according 
to Edlen. jo^-level values of CI X, Xe I I I , Ar I I I , Mn X, Sc XIV, Ti'XV, 
V XVI and Mo IX need be improved. F^ — C "ws- ^ graphs for the 
0 I and S I sequences show a maximum at about iF= 0.07. F2<C for 
all spectra for y > 0.17. It is concluded that the ijS-coupling applies 
strictly to 0 1, E I I , Ne III, N a l V , Mg V, S I and CI II only; to 
Al VI-S IX in the 0 I sequence and to Ar III-Sc VI in the S I sequence, 
the £5^-coupling should apply better, and to the rest of the spectra 
treated here the ;(£^-coupling should be more appropriate. Edlen's 1972 
work on the 0 I sequence gives a very satisfactory fit to our 'P-e graph. 
1. - Introduction. 
Tlie theoretical level values of the np--configuration are givs^ n by CONDON 
and SHOKTLEY (i) (p. 274) as 
(1) 
'B, 
F,-2F,+ \'4 {3F,r--F,C + iW' 
"Pi =F, + 5F,~-C, 
::} ^...i^.^ifi/(¥-.)• •p.c^ ii^r-
(*) To speed up publication, the authors of this paper have agreed to not receive the 
proofs for correction. 
(••) Presently at the I.C.T.P., Trieste. 
(1) E. U. CONDON and G. H. SIIOETI,EY: Theory of Atomic Spectra (Cambridge, 1963). 
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If we replace f by — C and Fo by 6-F„ — lOF^ in the above expressions, the 
level values of the 7^p^-configuTation come out to be 
(2) 
;^;}=6^„-i2^.-^-c±/ 
' P , 
12F, 
6Fo-15F, 
(3F,y+-F,C + il^J 
:*}=e..^^.,+i,±y(^..)-¥-.c.(^c)-
as indicated by EPL:6N (2) (p. 112). If we put W =^j(?>F2 + C) and express 
the energy in units of ^ ^ ' 2 + | C "with ^{^/S'o+ 'Po) as the zero level, eqs. (2) 
can be transformed into 
(3) 
e 
± | / l - _ ? ! f ^ ( l _ S / ) , 
^ - 1 + W, 
10 ^ 5 1 / ^ W + — WK 
EDL:6N (^ ) (p. 116) plotted the e-W graph for the eleven isoelectronic spectra 
with S I, Se I, Te I and Po I, known up to 1963 to have ^^ ground configura-
tion. The quantity s for a level is obtained from the observed energy E by the 
following transformation: 
(4) . ( . _ . p . _ - . . ) / ( « . . , | , ) . 
If the 'Pa, 'P i and ^D^ levels are experimentally known in any spectrum, we 
can calculate e, W, F^ and f for it. Expressions for the last two parameters are 
(5) 
1 2 P , = ( i D , - 2 ' P i ) + E , 
3C = - ( ' - D 2 - 2 ' P i ) + E , 
E 
' P , = 0 . 
•2'P,(W,-^P,), 
(2) B. EDL:6N: Atomic spectra, in Encyclopedia of Physics, Vol. 27 (Berlin, 1964), p . 80. 
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This provides us the possibility of comparing values of e as obtained from 
eqs. (3) and (4) for '^So and 'Po- EDL:6N observed good agreement between 
the two values of s for the i>Sf„-levels of the spectra he treated, and concluded 
that the intermediate-coupling scheme used in the theoretical description 
applies satisfactorily to the spectra concerned. 
Since that time, a good number of new spectra having p* ground configu-
ration have been studied and the old data are revised in many instances. I t 
was, therefore, thought proper to re-examine the situation in the light of the 
latest data available. In our work, we have also included the O I sequence, 
that proved to be interesting as we will see later in this article. Data on Po I 
have not changed, and we will not discuss it in our work. We also omit Mo IX, 
as we are revising its present analysis. 
We have made comparisons for both ^So and 'P^ levels. Disagreement in 
the case of both levels should mean that the five j?*-levels of the spectrum are 
doubtful, whereas in case of disagreement for one of them, only that level may 
be revised. 
2. - i/So-levels. 
I t is striking to note from Pig. 1 that the s(^So) values arrange themselves 
in isoelectronic series: the O I sequence lies markedly below the theoretical 
curve, though its higher members tend slowly upwards in a regular fashion. The 
S I sequence lies just below and the Se I sequence just above the curve, while 
the Te I series is situated sensibly higher. This means that the Condon and 
Shortley theory is a good approximation for the ground configurations of the 
S I and Se T sequences only, though the first of them lies towards the L8-
coupling side and the latter towards the jj one. We may think that the LK-
coupling (^ ) should be suitable for the S I series and the jK for the Se I series. 
The Te I sequence lies nearer to the jj-coupling side. The case of the O I 
sequence is more interesting and we will discuss it in detail later. 
I t is also evident from Pig. 1 that the ^ * data on 01X and Xe I I I have 
to be revised. The ^ So values for O I and P I I are found peculiarly depressed, 
but it may be due to their strictly obeying the i/S-coupling. 
(') R. D. COWAN and K. L. ANDEEW: Journ. Opt. Soc. Am., 55, 502 (1965). 







0.3 0.4 0.5 
Fig. 1. - Curves are drawn between theoretical energy e{1'') and 1'= S/i^F^ + C)-
The parametej'S F^ and f are calculated, for every spectrum concerned, from the 
known values of its ^P^, ^P^ and ^Dj levels. In the case of ^8^ .and "P^, e directly 
obtained from observations are plotted in circles to compare with theory. 
3 . - 3Po-levels. 
The sequence-wise arrangement is not so visible for the ^Po-levels. We 
notice slight depressions for Ar I I I , Mn X and 8c XIV; the corresponding data 
may require confirmation. 8c XIV belongs to a special case. GOLDSMITH 
et. al (*) have obtained the ground interval values of Sc XIV, Ti XV and 
V XVI with the help of elaborate extrapolations. They could resolve 'Po from 
'Pi only in case of Sc XIV; the slight inconsistencies we notice in data on this 
spectrum arise because the experimental precision has yet to be reached. We 
had to use their unresolved values for Ti XV and V XVI as an approximation 
to the ^'Pi-levels. The old value for the ground interval singlets of CI X have 
(*) S. GOLDSMITH, U . FELDMAN and L. COHEN: Journ. Opt. 8oo. Am., 61, 615 (1971). 
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been improved upon in the same paper of GOLDSMITH et. al; yet they cannot 
be as good as the experimental ones. The discrepancy pointed out in the ^S„ 
value of 01 X is due to this reason. 
Edlen's equations predict that the 'Po-level will cross down the 'Pi at 
W = 0.4 and e = —0.6. I t is borne out well by the experimental data on all 
the sequences concerned. 
4. - Parameters F and f. 
The parameter F^ derermines the mean separation of term values in the 
configuration, while f is the splitting factor for a multiplet—in our case 'P . 
t 
o 






\ >s^ ^ ~ \ S e 1-seq ^^^^.^ 
\ \ S I-seQ N. 
\ o l-seq \ . \ . 
1 1 1 1 
01 02 
y 
03 04 05 
P^ ig. 2. - F^—C is ploUod against V to show the spectrum to spectrum variation of 
coupling conditions for js^-ooiiflgurations on llie same isoolectronic sequence or on dif-
ferent ones. 
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TABLE I. - p^-lcvels and parameters. 
Spec-
t r u m 
0 I 
F I I 
N e l l l 
N a l V 
M g V 
Al V I 
Si V I I 
P V I I I 
S I X 
CI X 
Sc X I V 
Ti X V 
V X V I 
S I 
CI I I 




Ti V I I 
V V I I I 
Cr I X 
M n X 
F e X I 
N i X I I I 
Se I 
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(a) K. B. S. E R I K S S O N : Ark. Fys., 30, 199 (1965). 
(6) H . P . P A L E N I T O : Ark. Fys., 39, 15 (1969). 
(c) I . S. BOWEN: Astrophvs. Journ., 121, 306 (1955). 
(d) C. E. M O O B B : Atomic Energy LemU, NBS Giro. 467, Vol. 1 (1949), Vol. 2 (1952), Vol. 3 (1958). 
(e) See ref. ('), p . 172. 
(/) See ref. (')• 
ig) V. KAUFMAN and L. J . RADZIEMSKI j r . : Journ. Opt. Sac. Am., 59, 227 (1969). 
(7t) L. A. SWENSSow and J . O. E K B E R S : Ark. Fys., 37, 65 (1968). 
(i) B . H . GAKSTANG: Journ. Res. Nat. Bur. Stand., 68 A, 61 (1964). 
(?•) W. C. M A R T I N and J . L. T B O H : .Tourn. Opt. Soc. Am., 51, 591 (1961). 
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fiBLE I (Continued). 
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ppec-
t r u m 
K r i i r 
Y VI 
Zr V I I 
N b V I I I 
Te I 
I I I 










































































k) L. MiNNHAOEN, H. STBIHED and B. PETJEBSSON; Ark. Fys., 39, 471 (1969). 
.1) M. S. Z. CHAGHTAI, Z. ALI and S. KHATOON: Journ. Phys. B, 5 (1972). 
:m)M. S. Z. CHAGHTAI: Phys. Scripta, 1, 104- (1970). 
n) W. C. MARTIN and C. H. COBLISS: Journ. Bcs. Nat. Bur. Stand., 64A, 443 (1960). 
T A B L E I I . - p*-levels and parameters from Edlen',s (*) work on 0 1-sequence. 
Spect rum 
0 I 
F I I 
N e l l l 
N a l V 
M g V 
Al VI 
Si V I I 
P V I I I 
S I X 
CI X 
Ar X I 
K X I I 
Ca X I I I 
Sc X I V 
Ti X V 
V X V I 
Or X V I I 

















































































































































O B. EDL4N: Solar Physics, 24, 356 (1972). 
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Therefore, if F^^ C, tlie multiplet structure remains distinct and we lie in tlie 
domain of the i/S-coupling. In the reverse case, the jj-coupling is a better 
approximation. Using eqs. (5), "we have calculated Fr, and C (Table I) for the 
spectra dealt with, and plotted F^ — C against W in Fig. 2. Here the isoelec-
tronic sequences separate out more distinctly. The O I sequence shows a 
distinct maximum at about !F = 0.07, and F^ — ^ becomes negative at about 
W> 0.17. The S I sequence shows a flat and much lower maximum and 
crosses down the F^— C line at about the same values of ^. Other sequences 
lie all on the negative side of F2 — C, the values for all series becoming more 
negative for higher members. This confirms further what we contended while 
discussing Fig. 1, that there is a systematic transition from L8- to jj-coupling 
through different intermediate stages as we go in steps from O I to S I , Se I 
and Te I sequences. 
From Fig. 2, we come to another important conclusion that the coupling 
changes grandually also when we move to higher members in the same sequence. 
C remains considerably smaller than F^ only up to !F=0.07 . Therefore, we 
can think that the JD>S-coupling is rigorously applicable only for 0 < y < 0.07. 
For 0.07 < '?^< 0.17, ^ approaches F2 as W increases; this may be taken to 
be the region where the iS^-approximation is the best, as the coupling condi-
tions here diverge more and more from 1/8, but are never far off. 
For ' P > 0.17, 1^2 < C and the difference ever increases. Therefore, W=0.n 
should define the advent of the jZ'-coupling, that will finally culminate into the 
jj-coupling near W =1. Our earlier estimate from Fig. 1, about the apparent 
coupling conditions in S I and Se I sequences can then be improved upon; 
and we can conclude that O I and S I sequences obey L8, LK and jK, etc. 
couplings in the regions defined above. The Se I and Te I sequences begin 
with ^'^-couplings in different phases and will tend to ^/-coupling for their 
higher members. 
We are grateful to Prof. B. EDL:6N for having suggested to one of us the 
up-to-date redrawing of Fig. 1. We thank Prof. B. AHMED for working facilities 
in the department, C. S. I. B. (India) for supporting this work and Dr. S. M. 
B. ANSAKI for his help in collecting some recent data. 
Addendum. 
B. EDL^JN has recently worked out in detail the energy structure of the ground 
configuration of the 0 1 sequence. His calculated values give a very satisfactory smooth 
fit, when plotted in Pig. 1. Thus the difficulties with CI X, Sc XIV, Ti XV and V XVI, 
as discussed in this paper, are removed. 
2^* ^Sa is depressed in 0 I and P II due to interaction with 2s2j)^ 3s ^S^. 
1 7 0 M. S. Z. CHAGHTAI a n d K . R A H I M U L L A H 
• R I A S S U N T O (•) 
Si presenta un quadro aggiornato delle note conflgurazioni p'^ rappresentando in dia-
grammi I'energia ridotta e rispetto a W— ^1(5^2 + C) secondo Edlen. I valori dei 11-
velli p* di CI X, Xe I I I , Ar I I I , Mn X, So XIV, Ti XV, V XVI e Mo IX devono essere 
migliorati. I graftci di F^—C rispetto a 'F per le soquenze 0 I e S I presentano un 
massimo a circa !?•= 0.07. F2< C per tutt l gli spettri per !P'>0.17. Si conclude clie 
raocoppiamento L8 si applica strettamente solo a 0 I, F II , No I I I , Na IV, Mg V, 
S I e CI I I ; ad Al VI-S IX nolla sequenza 0 I e ad A r l l l - S c V I nella sequenza S I 
Faccoppiamento TK si dovrebbe applicaro meglio, ed al resto degli spettri t rat tat i 
qui raocoppiamento jK dovrebbe essere piii appropriato. I lavori di Edlen del 1972 
suUa sequenza 0 I danno un'approssimazione molto soddisfacente al nostro diagram-
ma V'-s. 
(*) Traduzione a aura della Bedazione. 
ycJioBHa CBii3H H CTpyKTypa ypoBHeii jxjifi np'-KOH^Hrypaunn. 
PesioMe ('). — npeflnaraexcfl coBpeMCHHaa KapxHHa HssecTHbix p*-KOH(|)Hrypaimii, noc-
pe^cTBOM BbiHepiHBamia aaBHCHMocTH npHBefleHHoK SHeprmi e ox y=C/(5JP2+0 B COOT-
BexcTBHH c EfljieHOM. SnaTCHHA ypoBHfl p'^ flna CIX, X e l l l , A r l l l , MnX, Se XIV, 
Ti XV, V XVI H Mo IX flOJiKHbi 5i,iTi. yjiyHiueHbi. rpa(J)HKH saBHCHMOCXH F^ — C 
ox If fljia nocKeflOBaxenbHOcxett O I H S I o6Hapy»CHBaiox MaKCHMyM npa 5^=0.07. 
F2< C flJia Bcex cneKxpoB flnn IP>0.17. YxBepacflaexca, HXO LS-CBSI3J> HenocpeflCxseHHo 
oxHOCHXCH xojibKo K 0 I, P II, Ne III , Na IV, Mg V, S I H CI II ; K Al VI-S IX B nocjie-
flOBaxenbHocxH 0 1 H K Ar l l l -SoVI B nocneflOBaxejibHOcxH S I jiynme cneflyex npa-
MCHaxb LK-aamb. JS,na ocxanbHtix cneKxpos, paccMOxpeHHbix B 3Xoii cxaxbe, 6onee 
yMecxHOii HBnaexca jK-csash. 
(*) IlepeeedeHo pedaKifueu. 
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Transitions 4p>5d, 6d and 4p-6s, 7s in Zr vi and Nb vii 
M S Z Chaghtai, K Rahimullah and S Ahmad 
Physics Department, Muslim University, Aligarh-202001, India 
Received 30 April 1974 
Abstract Zirconium and niobium spectra were recorded on the 5 m grazing incidence 
spectrograph of Lund University (Sweden) from about 125 A to 440 A The transitions 
4p-5d, 4p-6d, 4p-6s and 4p-7s have been studied for the first time in Zr vi and Nb vii 
All the eight 6s levels are found in both the spectra Other levels determined are, four 7s, 
twenty 5d and eleven 6d in Zr vi, and six 7s, twelve 5d and thirteen 6d in Nb vii Our analyses 
are based on 52 classified lines of Zr and 45 of Nb It is suggested from isoelcctronic com-
parisons that the designation of the 6s ^ Pj^ j ^"d ''P3/2 levels of Rb iii should be interchanged 
We evaluate the ionization potential 4p^ ^ P3,2-4p* ^ Pj as (7 733 + 0036)x 10'cm~' or 
(95 97+045)eV for Zrvi and (9-609+0033)x 10'cm"' or (119 13 + 031)eV for Nb vii 
Parameters G^  and Cp are calculated for all the known (^ P) ^P, "P levels of the 5s, 6s and 7s 
configurations in Br i sequence 
1. Introduction 
The spectra described in this paper are those of five times ionized zirconium and six 
times ionized niobium, both of which are isoelcctronic with Br i. The five p electrons 
of the outermost subshell of neutral bromine give rise to an inverted doublet 
4s^4p^ ^P3/2,i/2; as ground levels. We have been interested in the excited configurations 
4s^4p* ns {n = 5, 6,7) and 4s^4p* nd (n = 4,5,6). 4s^4p* ns consists of eight energy 
levels for every n, namely ('P)*P5/2,3/2,i/2, ('P)^P3/2,i/2, ('0)^05/2,3/2 and ('8)^81/2; 
nd forms a group of twenty eight levels, (^P), *P, *D, ^ F, (^P), ^P, ^D, ^F, ('D), ^8, ^P, 
^D, ^F, ^G and ('S), ^D. J-selection rule permits 14 transitions from an ns to the 
ground configuration, while in the case of an nd, a maximum of 34 transitions is allowed. 
4p*ns configurations are now known to obey pair-coupling; we have therefore adopted 
in this paper appropriate notation to denote their level structure. 
The transitions 4p-5s and 4p-4d of Zr vi were first analysed by Paul and Reuse (1939) 
and those of Nb vii by Charles (1950). They were revised by Chaghtai (1969, 1970) and 
Ekberg et al (1972), establishing the ground level intervals 4p^ ^P3/2-^Pi /2 as 15 607 cm ' ' 
in Zr VI and 19 191 cm"' in Nb vii. In this paper, we report our study of the transitions 
to the ground levels from 6s, 7s and 5d, 6d levels of Zr vi and Nb vii, analysed for the 
first time. The aforementioned intervals are used in our analyses. 
2. Experimental details 
The spectrograms of Zr and Nb concerned were recorded for us by Dr J O Ekberg at 
Lund (Sweden) on Professor Edlen's 5 m grazing incidence spectrograph. The region 
covered in these exposures was about 125 A to 440 A. The spark sliding was used on 
2121 
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alumina (AljOj), it introduced on the spectrograms Al and O lines to serve as references 
Other technical details for this recording are the same as given in earlier publications 
from our laboratory (eg Chaghtai et al 1973) The spectrograms were measured on an 
Abbe comparator and the wavelengths were calculated on the IBM-] 130 of our 
university, using a second degree polynomial, further refinements were made by graphical 
corrections The wavelengths finally reported are supposed to be accurate to 0 005 A 
which corresponds to 20 cm"' at about 160 A 
Ionization stages are separated experimentally by introducing extra inductance 
coils in the spark circuit at regular intervals, as usual The observed intensity variation 
of individual lines belonging to Zr v, vi, vii is compared in figure 1 with those of O iv, 
V, VI and Al iv, v, vi as a typical example The trend of the curves is determined by the 
optimum energy of sparks required to produce a certain ionization stage, it is tempered 
by the time of exposure The curves show how a particular stage can be clearly isolated 
from its lower and higher stages at different inductance With 3 extra coils in the spark 
circuit, for example, the Zr vii line shows a maximum intensity, Zr vi less than that and 
Zr V even less With 5 coils the intensity of Zr vi falls from its value at 3 coils, whereas 
Figure 1 Variation of line intensity / with additional inductance L (arbitrary units) for 
OIV, V, VI, Al IV, V, VI and Zr v, vi, vii 
Transitions in Zr and Nb 2123 
that of Zr v rises. With 10 coils, Zr vii intensities fall down remarkably, while Zr v and 
Zr VI both rise and become mutually indistinguishable. Thus the lines belonging to the 
diiferent Zr and Nb spectra could be separated out with confidence. This consideration 
also led us to ascertain that a particular Ime belongs to our experimental element, 
although blended with an O or Al line. The line at 191-560 A, eg, is found to be strong 
on spectrograms recorded with low and high number of inductance coils, but it fades 
out for the intermediate inductance value. The obvious interpretation is that with 
small inductances in the spark circuit it is a line of O v that appeared; it faded out as 
soon as the inductance was increased, and then is replaced by a line of Zr vi at still 
higher inductance values. 
The complete list of classified lines for Zr vi and Nb vii is given in tables 1 and 2. 
The given intensity figures are visual estimates. Theoretical wavelengths and statistically 
weighted line intensities, as calculated by Cowan (1967), are also tabulated 
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t Doubly classified 
° Blended with second order of Al vi 
' Blended with O v 
' Blended with Al v 
' Blended with O iv 
' R D Cowan (1967, 1968 private communication) 
These lines distinguished themselves to be of Zrvi on the consideration of the intensity 
variation with extra inductance in the spark circuit, as described in the text 
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t Coincident wjth Al iv i = 131 652 A, but ac 
Its intensity variation 
























































































cepted as a line of N b vii on consideration of 
§R D Cowan (1967, 1968 private communication) 
3. Transitions from 6s 
Out of 14 allowed 4p-6s transitions, only 10 are observed in Zr vi and Nb vii each All 
the eight levels (table 3) could, however, be determined from these transitions in both 
cases. The isoelectronic comparison of the 6s levels is shown in figure 2 for members 
Br I to Mo vm. Data are taken from Tech (1963) for Br i, from Minnhagen et al (1969) 
for Kr II, from Hansen et al (1972) for Rb iii, from Zahid-Ali et al (1974) for Y v and from 
Chaghtai et al (1974) for Moviii. No data are available on Sriv. The graphs are 
reasonably smooth, except for the levels (^Pj, 1)3/2 and (^Po,i)i/2 whose behaviour 
indicates series interaction. It is possible that the levels (^Pi,i)i/2 and (^PQ, 1)1/2 that 
come very close together in Y v, repel each other from Zr vi onwards. (^Pi, 1)3/2 and 
(^ P2.1)3/2 are known to be mixed; they repel each other slightly. With the help of 
isoeiectronic comparisons, it is suggested that the designations of the 6s ^P3/2 and 
'*P3/2 levels of Rb 111 should be interchanged. 
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Br I Km Rblll SrIV Yv Zr VI Mb VII Mo VIII 
Figure 2. 4p*6s isoelectronic sequence. E is the level energy in units of (10^  cm"'), C the 
net electronic charge, a„ = 3-81 x 10^  cm"' and E^ is the centre of gravity for the 4p' ^P 
levels. 
4. Transitions from 5d 
27 transitions 4p-5d are observed in Zrvi and 15 in Nbvii, out of 34 allowed by 
J-selection rules; they establish 20 energy levels in Zr vi and 12 levels in Nb vii (table 3). 
An isoelectronic plot of this configuration is given in figure 3 for which data are taken 
from the same sources as for 6s. The sequences are smooth enough in the region Y v 
to Mo vni, worked out in our laboratory. Interactions between 5d and 6s etc are possible 
for the earlier members of the sequence; however, we do not feel much difficulty in 
tracing out the sequence all though, except in the case of (^ P) ^Dj/z level, whose reported 
value in Kr n merits further confirmation. 
5. Transitions from 7s and 6d 
Only 4 transitions 4p-7s are observed in Zr vi and 6 in Nb vii. Four energy levels are 
thus determined in Zr vi and six in Nb vii (table 3). The line at 159-524 A of Zr vi is 
doubly classified as a 4p-7s as well as a 4p-6d transition. As regards 4p-6d transitions, 
we have observed 11 in Zr vi and 14 in Nb vii; they establish eleven energy levels in 
Zr VI and thirteen in Nb vii. Both the 4p-7s and 4p-6d transitions are observed to be 
faint in Zr vi as well as in Nb vii due to the population density that declines continuously 
as we go to higher excitations. The ionization separation could not, therefore, be 
effected so well as in the case of transitions from 5s, 6s and 4d, 5d configurations. Cowan's 
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xio' 77 5 
750 
CO 72 5 
70 0 
Br I Km Pbl Sriv rv Zrvi Mb VII Mo VIII 
Figure 3. Isoelectronic plot for 4p''5ci configuration Here CTH = 2 469 x 10^ c m " ' 
theoretical calculations (1967, 1968 and private communication) served as a guide for 
identifying these transitions The isoelectronic comparisons for the 7s and 6d levels are 
reported elsewhere (Chaghtai et al 1974) 
6. Rydberg series and limit evaluations 
The Rydberg series for Zr vi and Nb vii are given in figures 4 and 5 respectively Three 
Rydberg members are observed in only 4 ns and 11 nd series of Zr vi and in 6 ns and 10 nd 
series of Nb vii Series limits are calculated from them using a two-parameter Ritz 
formula These series converge to ^SQ, 'D2, ^Pi o 2 levels of the ground configuration 
4p* of Zr VII and Nb viii, known to us from Chaghtai's work (1970) Applying the interval 
corrections, as described in table 4 we have finally adopted from smooth series the 
ground to ground ionization potential 4p^ ^P3/2-4p* ^ P2 to be (7 733 ±0 036) x 10^  cm" ^ 
or (95 97±045)eV for Zrvi and (9 609 ±0 033) x 10^  cm"' or (11913 + 031)eV for 
Nbvii 
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( 0 ) 'P, 
150 300 450 xlO^ 
r (cm"') 
Figure 4. /la and nA Rydberg-senes of Zrvi 6 is quantum defect and T(10'cm"') is the 
term value measured from the first ionization hmit Ap* ^P, 
series hmits is shown by broken hues 
7. Parameters C?, and ^^ 
Edlen has shown (1964, p 105) that in some cases, the coie of a spectrum can be so 
widely split that its intervals are comparable with the whole spread of energy levels built 
on individual terms of that core He has exemplified the cases of O i and F i (p 132), 
stating in the latter case, that if the splitting of 2p'* ^P terms is smaller than the distance 
of 2p* ^P2-*D2, 'So, we can neglect the influence of 'D2 and 'SQ levels on the energy 
value of the levels 2p* (^P)ns ^P and '^P, that can then be written as 
'P1/2/P1/2 = C„ ,+ iG.+ |Cp±i / (9G?-GiCp +Kp') 
C„ ,+ iGi±i / (9G?-4GiCp + Cp') 
•G.-iCp 
2p 4p 
*^3/2> • ' 3 / 2 
P5/2 — C„ 









r (cm ) 
Figure 5. «s and «d Rydberg-series of Nb vii Broken lines connect 4d points to the cor-
responding 6d 
Tabic 4. Evaluation of series limits 
Series 
4p '«s( 'P„i)5 , , 
( " 2 > 2)3/2 
( " o ' 2)1/2 
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(9 609±0 03.3)xl0^cm-' 
t Not included 
''12 532cm-' ' 
"13 526cm-' ' 
'27 142cm-' ' 
''56 861cm-' ' 
' '14545cm- ' ^ 
•^  16 822 c m - ' ^ 
«31 228 c m - ' ' 
''64 555 c m - ' ' 
in the average 
Po~'P2 interva 
Pj-^Pj interval ( 
of Zr VII IS subtracted 
of Zr VII IS subtracted 
of Zr VII is subtracted 
of Zr VII is subtracted 
of Nb VIII IS subtracted 
of Nb VIII is subtracted 
of Nb VIII IS subtracted 




where C„^ is the centre of gravity of individual (^P)ns groups, G^ the asymmetric inter-
action parameter, and i^ p the spin-orbit splitting factor. 
In the case of Br i-like spectra, the 4p* ^P term splitting is about half the ^P2-'D2 
interval. It appears, therefore, interesting to test the validity of the above approximation 
when applied to these spectra. We have calculated these parameters (table 5) for all 




















































































5s 6s 7s 
65594 83862 89662 
116025 159501 175550 
172640 244420 — 
300770 440873 — 
372852 552001 — 
450150 671688 776001 
532610 799145 — 
712725 — — 
810440 — — 
913099 — — 
t Data are taken from M Even-Zohar and B S Fraenkel, J Phys B Atom Molec Phyt S 1596 
(1972) 
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the 4p* (^P)ns configurations, of which the five (^Pi, 1)5/2,3/2> (^ Pi> 1)3/2,1/2 and 
(^Po, 1)1/2 levels are known. £/Cp is then plotted against Gi/Cp (figure 6), where E is the 
level energy referred to the EC^ concerned. 
We immediately notice that the mteraction free (^P2,1)5/2 level for all the 4p* ns 
configurations falls almost on the same straight line, whereas the Rydberg plots for the 
mteracting pairs ('Pi, 1)1/2, ('Po, 1)1/2 and ('P2,1)3/2, (^Pi, 1)3/2 are separate for every 
sequence member. Every one of these pairs shows a mutual repulsion, that varies 
systematically with C, the net charge of the ion concerned. The interaction between 
J = I levels increases with (, while that for J = ^ decreases. The increase of J = | 
interactions, between two members of the sequence, is more than the corresponding 
decrease in J = 1 interaction. The levels 7s('P,, 1)1/2 and ( 'PQ, 1)1/2 repel each other 
remarkably in Br i and Nb vii. 
- > 
Figure 6. Rydberg plots E/C^ against Gj/Cp for the known 4p'*ns (n = 5,6,7) ^P and *P 
levels of the isoelectronic spectra Bri-Mo viil Cp is spin-orbit integral and G, the asym-
metric mteraction parameter Dotted lines correspond to the previous designations of 
2*P3,j m Rb III, by Hansen et al(1972) « 5s, • 6s, A 7s 
Transitions in Zr and Nb 2133 
In another paper (Zahid-Ah et al 1974) the higher n convergence of the 4p* ns 
('P2>T)5/2.3/2, ( ' P I , 1)3/2,1/2 and ('Po,1)1/2 to 4p* ^ P .^o.i levels is indicated for Yv 
The trends in our diagram clearly show this convergence for all the spectra concerned— 
Br I to Mo VIII—the interactions taken into account We notice, however, that the 
Rydberg relations are more similar to each other from Y v to Mo viii, differing slightly 
from those of Br i—Rb iii This is because 4p'^  ^ Pi level crossses over ^PQ between Sr v 
and Y VI (Chagtai eta/1973) 
Plots for Rb III stand out singular on the diagram, because, in all the configurations 
dealt with, it is only for Rb iii 5s that (51 becomes more than Cp (table 5) Figure 6 further 
confirms that the earlier assigned designations ^^312 and '^Pj/j in Rb m 6s must be 
interchanged It can be pointed out here that ionization potentials, when scaled down 
by (C-0 35) and plotted against C, show a minimum for Rbiii (Zahid-Ali et al 1974, 
figure 3) 
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Abstract—An up-to-date picture of the known np^ and np' configurations is presented by plotting the 
reduced energy e against iji = ^pl(5Fi + f„) according to Edlen It is concluded that the p^ level values of S 
XI, Sc XVI, Ti XVII, V XVIII, Ni XV and Te III, and the p ' level values of Al VII, Si VIII, P IX, CI X, Se II 
and Xe IV need to be improved Edlen's (1972) work on /i = 2 and Svensson's (1971) work on n = 3 give a 
very satisfactory fit to our i/f-e graphs The {F2-^p)V,il/ graphs enable us to study coupling variations along 
the same and different isoelectronic sequences 
The ^-dependence of the ground intervals 4s^ 4p'' have been studied theoretically for the first time The 
level values are represented, within less than 0 2% error, by semi-empirical formulae having 3-5 adjusted 
parameters and are based on data obtained from laboratory observations The results provide means for 
checking laboratory and astrophycial identifications and measurements 
1 INTRODUCTION 
IN A PREVIOUS communication,*" we have treated the coupling conditions and level structure of the 
np" configurations. The main object of this paper is to analyse the existing data on np^ and np^ 
configurations, and to develop extrapolation formulae for the Ap" levels with an estimated error 
of less than 0-2%. 
The LS formulae for electrostatic term energies and magnetic splitting factors are derived on 
the assumption that the spin-orbit splitting is much smaller than the electrostatic separation of the 
terms. Analogous formulae derived for the opposite assumption apply to // coupling [see CONDON 
and SHORTLEY* '^]. Most practical cases, however, represent an intermediate situation for which 
neither the LS nor the jj formulae are adequate. The energy levels are then given as the roots of 
algebraic equations of a degree which is equal to the number of levels having the same / value.* '^ 
ROBINSON and SHORTLEY"' have published a detailed study of the structure of the observed p^, p^ 
and p" configurations in terms of the intermediate coupling theory. Using this theory, MARTIN and 
CORLISS*"' calculated coupling parameters for Sp" configurations in Te I, I II and Xe III and 
obtained good agreement with the observed values for I II. Using this same theory, EDLEN* '^ 
studied those spectra having np^, np^ and np" ground configurations, for n > 3, that were known 
up to 1960. Since that time, a number of new spectra with the same ground configurations have 
been analysed and the old data are revised in many instances. It was, therefore, thought proper to 
re-examine the situation in the light of the latest available data. In this analysis, we have also 
included the case n = 2. 
In view of the astrophysical importance of the np" intervals, calculations were successfully 
attempted on them by EDLEN*''' for n = 2, and by SVENSSON*'' for n = 3; these authors developed 
specific extrapolation formulae for the two cases. We have evolved semi-empirical formulae for 
the representation of 4p* intervals, since a number of experimental data are now available for 
these. All the calculations have been made on our university's IBM-1130. 
2 np^ CONFIGURATIONS 
The expression for the theoretical values of the np^ levels, given by CONDON and SHORTLEY,* '^ 
can be solved for the parameters F2 and p^ with the results 
UF2 = 'P, + 7CD2 + 'P2)-R, 
3fp = -5( 'P , + 'Da + 'P2) + R, 
R = V [ 2 5 C P , + 'D2 + 'Pif + 12'P,(5'D2 + 5'P2 - 8'r,)], 
'Po = 0. 
tWork supported by the Indian Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). 
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EDLEN'" has put tj/ = (pliSFi + 4 ) and expressed the level energy e in units of {TF2 + UP) with the 
origin at |(' So + 'Po); ip and e may then be calculated for a particular configuration if '?o, ^Pi and 
ICDI + ^PI) are known experimentally. The observed e valiies may now be compared for 'So, 'D2 
and 'P2 levels with those of the calculated ones, as is shown in our up-to-date i/* - e plot for all 
known p^ configurations (see Fig. 1). We make the following remarks: (i) As reported earlier for 
np", the e values for p ^  'So are seen to be arranged separately for different isoelectronic sequences, 
the C I sequence being the lowest. However, it tends to approach the theoretical curve 
Fig. 1. The reduced energy €{ij/) as a function of i/i = fp/(5F2 + fp) for the configurations np^. The observed 
levels 'Po, ' P I and 5('-D2 + 'P2) have been made to fit the theoretical curves exactly. The values of f., as 
obtained directly from observations, are shown as solid circles for the levels 'P2, 'D2 and 'So. The open 
circles represent the values calculated by Edlen {n = 2) and Svensson (n = 3). 
for higher members. Parallel to the case of the 0 1 sequence, we also note a further depression for 
C I and N II, possibly due to a strong interaction with 2p* 'So. (ii) The reported values for S XI, 
Sc XVI, Ti XVII, V XVIII, and Ni XV depart so much from the respective series that we recom-
mend revision of their analyses. Intervals for Te III need improvement, (iii) No 
experimental value is reported in the CI sequence beyond CI XII. EDLEN,'*' through his 
parametric calculations, has evaluated the 2p^ intervals up to Ca XV; these agree nicely with the 
i// - 6 plot. Svensson's calculations"' on the Si I sequence are equally satisfactory, (iv) It should 
be noticed on the graph that the points for 2p^ 'D2 lie slightly above the theoretical positions 
beyond Na VI, while those for 2p"P2 He slightly below for the same spectra. Our interpretation of 
those regular departures is that the 'D2 and ^Pz levels for these spectra repel each other more 
strongly than is predicted by the theory. It may be interesting to study level mixing in these cases 
more thoroughly, (v) For Se III and Br IV, 'Po.1.2 and 'D2 levels are reported but 'So is missing. 
From a knowledge of the lA values, we predict the 'So level of these spectra to be at 28220 and 
34040 cm"', respectively, with an estimated error of ±150 cm"'. 
The parameters for all known np^ configurations are given in Table 1. 
3 np' CONFIGURATIONS 
The level energies of the p^ configurations, as given in TAS,'^' yield the following expressions 
for the parameters: 
(2) 
6F2 = 'Pu2-^D,n, 
iU,f = (AP)[90F2^ + 21F2(AP) + (AP)^/[11F2 + (AP)], 
where (AP) stands for CP,/2 - ^Pu2); the levels may, therefore, be calculated immediately for any 
configuration; the ^Pi/2, P^sw and ^Dsn levels are known experimentally. As before, we put 
A theoretical study of the np' configurations 107 


























































































































































































a Nat Stand Ref Data Ser, Nat Bur Stand (U S) , 34 (1970) 
b C E Uoom Atomic Energy Levels,mi Bur Stand ( U S ) , C i r c 467, Vol I (1949), Vol II 
(1952), Vol III (1958) 
c E YA KONONOV and K N KOSHELEV, Opt Spectwic 29, 115 (1970) 
d U I SAFRONOVA, A N IVANOVA and N V RABINKINA, Opt Spectrosc 31, 266 (1971) 
e S GOLDSMITH, U FELDMAN, A CROOKER and L COHEN, / opt Soc Am 62, 260(1972) 
f J 0 EKBERG and L A SVENSSON, Physica Scnpta 2, 283 (1970) 
g B C FAWCETT, 7 Phys B {Atom Molec)4, 1577(1971) 
h Hui LI and K L ANDREW, / opt Soc Am 61, 96 (1971) 
1 Y N JOSHI and C J BUDHIRAJA, Can J Phys 49, 670 (1971) 
J A M CROOKER and Y N JOSHI, / opt Soc Am 54, 553 (L) (1964) 
k D R WOOD and K L ANDREW, J opt Soc Am 58, 818 (1968) 
(/» = fp/(5F2 + IP) and express energies e in units of (TF2 + UP) with (3Fo - TFZ) as the zero level. 
The theory may be compared with experiment, as is shown in Fig. 2 for the remaining "53/2 and 
^Dvz levels that are not involved in the parameter calculations. The Y-axis of the figure is 
inverted in order to show its features better and allow comparison with the case p^ and p". We 
draw the following conclusions from Fig. 2: (i) The experimental "53/2 values are found to be 
arranged separately in the isoelectronic sequences of N I, P I and As I. (ii) The data for the N I 
sequence show erratic behaviour, presumably due to insufficient precision of measurement of the 
small intervals involved. Edlen's parametric smoothing of the experimental data brings order to 
the results, (iii) The data on the P I and As I sequences behave nicely; Svensson's calculated 
values for the P I sequence are equally satisfactory. The "Ssn value for Se II demands some 
improvement, however, (iv) The data on Xe IV show such great departure from the Sb I sequence 
that we can safely recommend complete revision of its analysis. 
The parameters for all of the known p ' configurations are assembled in Table 2. 
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Fig 2 The quantity € as a function of i/( for np' configurations The levels ^P„2, ^ Pi/z and 'D5/2 have been 
fitted to the theoretical curves exactly Comparison are shown for ^D,i2 and "53/2 levels 





























































































































































*For, a, b, c, d, f, g, see Refs of Table 1. 
I H P PALEN1U3, Physica Scripta, 1, 113 (1970) 
m Y B RAO, Ind J Phys 30, 371(L) (1956) 
n M S Z CHAGHTAI and K RAHIMULLAH (Unpublished) 
0 M S Z CHAGHTAI, / opt Soc Am 61, 1264(L) (1971) 
4 THE PARAMETERS F^ AND f„ 
We have plotted (^2 - ,^.) against i/( for the p" configurations in our previous paper'" and have 
drawn appropriate conclusions. Here, we present the same sort of graphs for the p^ and p ' 
configurations in Figs. 3 and 4. As before, the isoelectronic sequences separate out more 
distinctly on these graphs. C I, N I, as well as 0 I, sequences show a distinct maximum at about 
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Fig 3 The quantity (Fi-fp) is plotted against ifi for the np^ configurations to show the spectrum-to-




Fig 4 The quantity (F2 - f^ ) as a function of i/i for np' configurations 
ij/ = 0-055, and the sequences of Si I, P I and S I show a flat maximum at about ip = 0-08.t The 
quantity (F2 - (p) becomes negative at about 1/ = 0-17 for C I, N I, Si I, P I, and Ge I sequences. 
Other sequences lie entirely on the negative side of (F2- (p). 
The arguments on the coupling conditions developed for the p" configurations can, therefore, 
be applied equally well to the cases of p^ and p\ It is thus concluded that, for all configurations 
p\p' and p\ the LS formalism is fully applicable with 0 « i^  « 0-055 for n = 2 and 0 « i/* ^ 0-08 
for n = 3; here [p « F2. In the region 0-055 « 1/^  ^ 0-17 for n = 2, and 0-08 ^  ./^  « 0-17 for n = 3 
and 4, a mixed coupling close to LS, e.g. LK,** is more appropriate, because fp now becomes 
comparable to F2. For i/> ^0-17, the coupHng is mixed but far from the LS approximation. The 
known configurations that fall in the above categories may be read on Figs. 3 and 4. 
5 THE Z-DEPENDENCE OF ENERGY LEVELS IN 4?" CONFIGURATIONS 
At the begining of an isoelectronic sequence, the difference between the terms mcreases 
linearly with Z. Departure from the simple Z-dependence becomes increasingly important, 
however, with f = Z - (iV - 1). To get the desired accuracy (say better than 0-5%), the intervals 
must be studied in terms of the parameters F2 and ^p. We calculate the two parameters using two 
observed intervals and then try to obtain formulae in terms of f, containing as many adjusted 
constants as is necessary to achieve the desired accuracy. To determine the relative positions of 
the five levels of the configuration, we select three pairs of mtervals such that all five levels are 
included. The numberical values of the two parameters, as calculated from various pairs of 
intervals, will in general be different from each other and from the purely theoretical values. 
tWe improve upon our previous paper, in which an averaged position for the two maxima is reported to be around 0 07 
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because the approximations used neglect the small eifects of spin-spin and configuration 
interactions. We must therefore determine the {-dependence of the parameters for every pair 
separately. 
Following EDLEN,'*^ we first consider the intervals ('D2-'P2) and CPI-^PT). We tried to 
accomodate the values of F2 (in cm"'), obtained from the oberved intervals by means of eqn (3) 
of Edlen, in the form of relation (1) of SVENSSON.*'" The error was found to be ±1'29%. Adding 
another term of the form E^^, where E is another adjustable parameter, the error reduced to 
±0-88%. By omitting the data on Se I, however, the calculated values of F2 were found to agree 
with the fitted ones within better than ±0-17%. The final formula is, therefore, taken to be 
F2 = 1187-38 + 255-479^ + 3-3468/({ - 2-268) - 3-9386^' (3) 
The value of {p is obtained by substituting F2 from eqn (3) into the formula (4) of Edlen, which is, 
in turn, used to calculate the screening constant s from Edien's theoretical relations."' Following 
SvENSSON,*' these values of s are fitted to the form 
s = ^•1454^ 0-01236Z-)-120-093/{Z-s), (4) 
with ±0-015% reproducibihty. The i-values for unknown configurations can now be calculated 
from eqn (4) by successive approximations. The {-dependence of F2 and the Z-dependence of 5 
is shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, where the straight lines represent the formulae (3) and (4), 
and the circles give the experimental values on which the formulae are based. The intervals 
( 'A - 'F2) and CPi - ^Pi), and hence the levels 'D2, 'Pi ('P2 being zero) are finally recalculated 
by inserting, in eqns (1) and (2) of Edlen, F2 from eqn (3) and {p from eqn (4) and Edien's 
relations.*'* 
In order to extrapolate the interval {'So-'Dj), we use the experimentally known pairs 
('Pi-^P2), ('So-'D2). Another set of values for F2 and {p is derived from the theoretical 
relations (7) and (8) of Edlen. F2 is now represented by the following formula: 
F2 = 1206-77 + 271-OSf + 1 -4]93/({ - 2-0978) - 4-7656^ (5) 
with an accuracy of ±0-17%; the smoothed values of {p are calculated by putting the results of 
eqn (5) in eqn (8) of Edlen. The interval ('So-'Di), and therefore the level 'So, is finally 
calculated by using Edien's relation (10). 



























Fig. 5. Representation of the formula (3); i is the net charge of the core. 
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Fig 6 Representation of the formula (4), 5 is the screening constant and Z is the atomic number 





















































































































observed interval fPo- 'P i ) to obtain a third set of F2 values from Edlen's eqn (11); this 
procedure yields the formula 
F2= 1190-31+ 267-19U + 3-0697/(^-2-31)-4-6968^' (6) 
with a reproducibihty of ±0-01%. The level 'Po is then calculated from eqn (11) of Edlen. 
The calculated 4p* levels are given in Table 3 for the spectra Se I to Sb XVIII; the estimated 
accuracy is ±0-2%. The data on Se I deviate more because the experimental accuracy on this 
spectrum must be improved. 
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